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SUMMARY 
This thesis has looked at companies’ use of internal and external resources in the 
innovation process, by investigating the research problem; are there differences between 
Norwegian- and international owned companies located in Norway in terms of how they 
organize their innovation process? This topic is of interest because it can contribute to give 
an understanding of how the innovative environment is in the Norwegian industry. 
International business contributes to new knowledge and is an important source for 
business. Innovation is important for growth and development in Norway. It is of interest 
to investigate the differences and similarities between Norwegian- and international 
companies, in order to understand how they use their resources and where there are 
potential for improvement.   
The research has used a quantitative method approach, using secondary data in form of 
surveys. The surveys contain answers from leaders in companies located in Norway. It 
entails data of firm’s innovation activities and innovation partners. The analysis has been 
divided in three parts. The first analyze the use of both internal and external resources. 
Secondly it takes a closer look at internal resources, and thirdly a closer look at the 
external resources, who and where they cooperate. The results show many similarities 
between Norwegian- and international owned companies. They both use more internal 
resources than external resources. Internal organization, in terms of learning and 
experience, show no significant differences. Differences are seen in the use of external 
resources, where international owned companies interact more with external partners.  
What has been found in the results has led to indicate that Norwegian- and international 
owned companies are not so different in terms of their organization of innovation 
processes. However, international companies are better at interaction with their 
surroundings, taking advantages of the available resources. The high interaction from 
international owned companies implies attractiveness for Norwegian industry in an 
international context. The low interaction from Norwegian owned companies implies some 
possible challenges in terms of growth when comes to innovative competitiveness in the 
Norwegian industry. The findings in this thesis suggest that further research should be 
done on the effects of innovation.   
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FOREWORD 
 
The presented master thesis is part of the MSc in Business administration, with 
specialization in strategy and management, at UIS Business School. The thesis is written in 
collaboration with the research project VRI3, Innovation Academic research, department 
Rogaland. The project extends over several regions, and look at different areas within Path 
development in different settings: Regional policy approaches in the global economy. This 
master thesis intends to contribute to two of the projects sub-challenges; knowledge flow 
within and between firms and globalization and local embedding. 
 
I like to thank my adviser Rune Dahl Fitjar for the opportunity to contribute to the project, 
and for guidance and constructive conversation along the way. A big thank you to my 
friends, you know who you are, for valuable feedback and comments.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  !
Innovation is a well-known word in the 21th century. Knowledge has become far the most 
important asset and competitive advantage for a company, especially for those that wants 
to be innovative. It is the most important economic resource (Mattes, 2010). Innovation 
doesn’t just have the opportunity to create competitive advantage, but it creates 
opportunities for new paths and business development. Norway today appears to be a 
country that has it all. It is a rich country, with well-established industries, solid 
workplaces, and resources that is of value to other countries. However, in order to keep it 
this way, Norway needs to constantly seek new developments and business paths, as well 
as being able to adapt and grow along with the international market.  
 
In the process of innovation there are two key factors that contribute to the success of new 
developments: internal and external resources. Internal resources represent the companies’ 
assets and how the company activate and educate employees in order to stay innovative. 
Employee development, learning, and experience are key factors, and a combination of this 
leads to how the company and their employees think innovative to produce new assets. To 
extend their knowledge, companies need to make use of external resources. An external 
resource can range from a supplier to a research-based institution. These resources can be 
both national and international. To maximize the benefit of working with external partners, 
companies must acquire and learn from the knowledge gained by the cooperation in order 
to renew and grow internally. How efficient companies acquire this knowledge and 
cooperate will have a direct effect on their development.  
 
Seeing the importance of the above, the government of Norway aims at having a good 
innovation politic and to be in the group of most innovating countries (Spilling, 2007). To 
enable growth and development in Norwegian industries, it is vital with cooperation with 
other countries and international companies. One of the reasons why the latter is so 
important is that most companies in Norway are small to medium sized. With 99.5 
percentage of businesses having less than 100 employees (Næring- og 
Handelsdepartementet, 2012). Small companies often have limited resources internally and 
this may inhibit their growth. A report conducted of behalf of SIVA (The Industrial 
Development Corporation of Norway) has found that Norwegian private individuals own 
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most of the Norwegian companies. Only 10% are international owned (Ulstein, Grünfeld, 
& Ekrann, 2012).  
 
Reports from Statistics Norway regarding innovation in Norwegian industry (Statistics 
Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012) shows a low score on innovation in an international 
comparison. In the EU's Innovation Union Scoreboard Norway is below the EU average in 
the composite primary indicator. Norway is grouped in the third level as a "moderate 
innovator", while Denmark, Finland and Sweden are at the highest level as "innovation 
leader". In addition, Norway is categorized as "slow-growing", and the trend is similar 
through the years 2004-2010. The poor ranking is explained by the Norwegian industrial 
structure; less localized in high-tech industries than in the other Nordic countries. 
However, this does not change the fact that the average is less innovative than in the other 
Nordic countries as a whole (Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). The fact that Norway 
combines high growth in productivity and income with generally low levels of R&D 
investments is seen as an unusual feature for the Norwegian innovation system (Fagerberg, 
Mowery, & Verspagen, 2009). 
 
What has been presented so far forms the basis of the topic for this thesis. It will 
investigate how Norwegian companies organize their innovation processes compared to 
international companies. To benefit from the international companies working within 
Norwegian industries it could be an advantage to understand how they work, and identify 
the differences. Studying the innovation process is of interest because it can give 
indications on companies’ growth potential and how well equipped they are to develop. It 
can further give details on how they cooperate and make us of resources, both internally 
and externally. In this respect, it is of interest to investigate the organizational- and 
cooperating patterns for Norwegian- and international owned companies.  
 
The companies in this thesis are located in Norway, but are both Norwegian owned (NOC) 
and international owned (IOC). To avoid confusion; companies which have ownership 
percentage over 50% in other countries than Norway, are considered international owned. 
Vice versa, if a company has over 50% ownership in Norway it is consider being a 
Norwegian owned company.  !  
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1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM !
The research problem of this thesis is as follows: 
 
Are there differences between Norwegian- and international owned companies located 
in Norway in terms of how they organize their innovation process?  
 
Limitations  
The research problem will investigate the organization of the innovation process. There are 
several aspects to look at in terms of innovation. However, this thesis will be limited to the 
organizational aspect of the process. Meaning that it will focus on the resources used 
(internal or external) and with whom they cooperate.  
 
1.2 STRUCTURE OF THESIS !
- The introduction has presented the topic of the thesis.  
 
- The theory chapter discusses existing theoretical views and statistical data in order 
to construct hypotheses to be tested. The chapter comprises literature about the 
innovation process and internal- and external resources, highlighting the 
characteristics in Norwegian- and international companies regarding these areas. 
 
- Following is the method chapter. The thesis will have a quantitative approach, 
using secondary data. The survey is presented and questions from the surveys have 
been thoroughly selected in regard to the research question and hypotheses. Here 
follows an explanation of why these questions have been chosen and discussed in 
terms of reliability and validity.  
 
- The theoretical framework and chosen method make up the groundwork for 
conducting the analysis. In the method chapter, background information on the 
population are presented in terms of descriptive statistics, as well as a detailed 
review of the methods used to analysis the data 
 
- This leads to the presentation of the results. The results will be presented in three 
stages; the first presents the overall use of internal and external resource. The 
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second looks more detailed on internal resources, while the third has a more 
detailed look on external resources. Each stage aims at answering the hypotheses 
constructed for the relevant part.   
  
- The results and earlier literature on the topic, will lead to the discussion of the 
findings.  
 
- Finally there is a conclusion of the research problem, with a short discussion on the 
significance of the findings and further research. 
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2 THEORY !
This chapter will present literature about the different aspects of the innovation process, 
with focus on Norwegian- and international companies. The chapter is structured in four 
sections, starting with an overview of the field of innovation. It further takes a closer look 
at the innovation process, and then the two parts of the innovation process; internal and 
external resources. The theory aims at investigating existing literature in order to create 
hypotheses for further analysis.  
 
2.1 INNOVATION !
Achieving success in innovation is important for a company. Innovation can lead to new 
products and services, competitive advantages, and in a larger view, new business paths. It 
is not only in the firms’ interest, but also industries and countries must stay innovative in 
order to develop and grow. It is crucial to separate between innovation and idea. An 
invention is about developing an idea, while an innovation seeks to introduce this idea to 
the market or to use it (Fagerberg, 2005). Innovation, knowledge creation and learning can 
be explained as the result of a process where actors with different type of knowledge and 
competencies come together and exchange information (Bathelt, Malmberg, & Maskell, 
2004).   
 
Today the business environment is characterized by high competition and easy access to 
technology. One of the key aspects of the competitiveness framework is that an 
organization must be innovative in order to survive and that innovation must create 
sustainable competitive advantages (Soliman, 2011a; Soliman, 2011b). This is also the 
case for the Norwegian industry, which in the late twentieth century intensified the focus 
on R&D. Smaller companies became technology producers and problem solvers for old 
industries (especially oil and gas) and the public sector (Wicken, 2009). These small 
companies created more focus on innovation, as well as highlighting the importance of 
international businesses in Norwegian industries. The latter can create impulses and 
correctives from the outside, such as knowledge and access to new technology, ideas for 
organizing business and developing experience. International presence in various business 
environments gives a richer flow of ideas and information. (Norman & Orvedal, 2010). 
Zahra and George (2002) believe that in-depth knowledge in a specific industrial field is 
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essential because it facilitates the effective realization of substantial new ideas for radical 
innovation. Both Soliman (2011a) and Al-Qawabah (2012) says that innovation basically 
is a chain of activities that pass through some stages before it could result in the 
development of products and services that create sustainable competitive advantages. A 
firm’s innovativeness is not random. Internal and external activities are expressed by 
organizational routines that work together in order to explore and exploit knowledge that is 
specific to the company (Herstad, Ebersberger, & Asheim, 2013). This is the innovation 
process, a strategic approach to which a company can organize themselves to gain new 
knowledge in order keep up their competitiveness.  
 
2.2 INNOVATION PROCESS !
The innovation process is a tool for companies to stay innovative and create new 
knowledge. From a management point of view and studies from resources- based theories, 
companies are regarded as complex ‘bundles’ of internal and external activities (Herstad, 
Ebersberger, & Asheim, 2013). Whether a firm uses internal resources or turns to new 
knowledge through external resources often depends if they have the knowledge it needs or 
not. External partners can be used in the process of developing new knowledge and 
learning, which would contribute to and strengthen the firm’s resources. The importance of 
interacting in innovation processes clearly shows that networking is central for knowledge 
exchange and learning (Koschatzky, 1999). In large companies information and knowledge 
are still mainly transferred through functional interaction such as R&D, production, 
marketing, and organization departments and functional teams (Capello, 1999), while 
small and medium-sized companies increasingly need to rely upon external knowledge 
sources (Coticˇ Svetina & Prodan, 2008). 
Characteristics of international companies 
Literature and research about international companies (often referred to as multinational 
corporations) often claims that they are quite large in size, usually consisting of several 
subsidiaries and have the same organizational challenges, meaning more complicated, as 
any size firm (Mattes, 2010; Cassiman & Valentini, 2005). Their corporate strategy is 
about selecting, resourcing, and controlling the businesses within the corporation 
(Faulkner, 2003), and tackle design problems at different organizational levels, from 
corporate headquarter to the subsidiary (Cassiman & Valentini, 2005). For international 
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companies it is about organizing the mix of businesses within the corporation according to 
market attractiveness and the risk profile. The organizational structures, systems, and 
processes need to support the different businesses (Faulkner, 2003). International 
companies are interpreted as powerful companies, with access to a lot of resources. They 
seek external interaction where they see value to the firm and have more options with 
regards to configuration than a national firm (Faulkner, 2003). According to the report 
“Industrial ownership in Norway” the strategy for positioning themselves in a country or 
region differ from company to company showing a lot of diversity in the strategy approach 
for foreign owners (Ulstein, Grünfeld, & Ekrann, 2012).  
 
Characteristics of Norwegian companies  
Today Norwegian small-scale companies use both informal knowledge as well as science- 
based information in their innovation processes (Wicken, 2009). As the majority of 
companies in Norway are small-medium sized (Næring- og Handelsdepartementet, 2012), 
it is safe to assume that this applies for most Norwegian companies. The Norwegian work 
life model is based on collaboration on speci!c actions and interaction between owners, 
managers, employees (Lima Bru, 2013), and many levels of the company are involved in 
improvement and innovation activities (Isaksen, Abelsen, & Jakobsen, 2013). Norwegian 
companies collaborate with other companies and universities/research institutes in order to 
solve problems (Wicken, 2009), although the latest statistics indicate that they are lagging 
behind in terms of research and development (Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). When 
it comes to innovation development, such as new products or processes, a majority of 
Norwegian companies prefers internal developments. Only a limited extent of innovations 
is designed externally, but more often for process innovations than for new products 
(Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). To many the tripartite cooperation in the Nordic 
model appears to be a paradox, and it stands in great contrast to international management 
theory and thinking. International management models and most varieties of economic 
theory have not tripartite cooperation as the essential cause of economic growth, neither on 
a micro or macro level (Lima Bru, 2013).  
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Hypothesis 1 
The literature above leads to the construction of hypothesis 1. This seeks to test the use of 
external and internal resources in the innovation process, investigating if there is a balance 
between the two. 
 
Theoretical aspects have shown that innovative strength lies not only in internal dynamics, 
but also in the interaction between internal and external links (Bathelt, Malmberg, & 
Maskell, 2004). Literature shows that international companies have a large internal 
knowledge pool through their parent company and other subsidiaries, which differ from 
resources within small-medium sized Norwegian companies. Literature indicates that small 
companies often need to use external resources due to lack of own resources and to get 
new knowledge, but Norwegian companies seem to prefer internal resources. International 
companies seek external resources were they see that it could create new value to their 
company, which often is the reason for entering a country or market.  
Hypothesis 1 is as follows: 
 
H1 - There are differences between Norwegian - and international owned 
companies in how they use external and internal resources in their innovation 
activities  
 
 H1a - International owned companies use external resources more than internal 
resources  
 
H1b - There is an equal use of external and internal resources in Norwegian owned 
companies 
 
2.3  INTERNAL RESOURCES   !
Internal resources are built upon employees experience and expertise, as well as learning 
and knowledge flow. Internal knowledge sharing can contribute to create better know-how 
and help construct a deeper understanding of the companies’ existing knowledge (Kale & 
Singh, 2007; Tsai, 2001). These factors are important for a firm to keep up with their 
competitors, and to stay innovative. 
 
As technology has such a large impact in the world today, knowledge sharing, ideas, new 
products and services are easily copied or improve by others, making the competition high. 
Literature explains that there is a trend in international companies to have an “arm-length” 
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connection to your regional environment. It is more common to internalize and hide their 
innovation projects secretively within the company. Only the arena of basic research, 
stated as not a priority, draws frequently more upon input of regional actors, particularly 
scientists (Mattes, 2010). Not before the idea is connected to the market and could turn into 
a competitive factor, companies include external partners, but even then only reluctantly 
and selectively. Danger of internal lock-in is less threatening than the potential loss of 
exclusive knowledge which external cooperation may benefit from (Mattes, 2010).   
 
Learning and experience 
A large portion of the literature regarding internal resources is about learning. Learning is 
the key factor for keeping expertise within the company. Internally, companies acquire 
knowledge through in-house research and development activities, and by learning from 
continuous improvements of processes (Coticˇ Svetina & Prodan, 2008). A big part of the 
company’s expertise and experience is its employees. Employee skills represent an 
important source of new knowledge, and companies often organize internal education and 
training programs in order to build and improve their internal knowledge base (Coticˇ 
Svetina & Prodan, 2008). In Norway, studies of Norwegian leaders show that they are 
more concerned with internal than external factors and the welfare of employees, spending 
a lot of time on oral communication (Vie, 2010). The purpose is either to exchange 
information, share questions and requests, or show care, preferably to its own employees 
(Vie, 2012). Soliman (2011) tells in his paper that there is a relationship between learning 
gaps and innovation gaps. Also Nooteboom (2000) accentuate that in order to allow 
learning processes to take place, the knowledge bases of companies must be sufficiently 
different to make interaction worthwhile. However, if the cognitive distance becomes too 
great or the knowledge bases too dissimilar, the inter-firm learning will stop. Companies 
build external relationships when struggling to obtain a profitable balance between the two 
(Nooteboom, 2000). This implies that if an organization has defective learning systems it is 
likely that its innovation processes could also be defective, or not delivering outcomes as 
expected (Nooteboom, 2000; Soliman, 2011). Research shows that informal learning is the 
most frequent way of acquiring knowledge or skill in the workplace (Ellinger, 2005; 
Leslie, Aring, & Brand, 1998). People learn informally from their previous experiences to 
understand the context of problems or to produce solutions (Marsick & Watkins, 2001), 
and research shows that people gain and transfer knowledge more effectively and 
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frequently in informal learning situations than in traditional formal learning situations 
(Ellinger, 2005; Enos, Kehrhahn, & Bell, 2003; Marsick, 2003).  
Formal procedures 
Similar culture or business structure may have similar preferences regarding how they 
organize internal processes. Differences in organizing innovation processes on an internal 
level can be seen in the degree of formalization. For instance Norway, together with the 
rest of the Scandinavian countries, is known for having a somewhat flat organization 
structure. Comparing business cultures around the world in terms of informality vs. 
formality, the four Nordic countries are all in the extreme informal end of the continuum 
(Gesteland, 2005). Highly educated workforce and flat structures, provides easy flow of 
knowledge within and between the organizations of a Norwegian company. Their flat 
structure contributes to decentralization of responsibility and quick decisions, and provides 
opportunities to influence employee skills, experience and their initiative “on the floor” 
(Isaksen, Abelsen, & Jakobsen, 2013). International businesses on the other hand often 
show a more formal structure. Research shows that size matter in the context of structure. 
The larger the organization, the more hierarchical levels it typically has. Also, the larger 
the organization is, the more it can afford setting up specialized functions and departments 
(Whittington, 2003). Formality and structure also applies do to internationalization. 
Whether it is international operations or an important adoption to local market, the 
organization will need to decentralize to geographical area units (Stopford & Wells, 1972).  
 
However, literature states that in any company (national and international), some of the 
organizational structures will always be written down formally, in terms of organizational 
charts or procedures. As mention above, research has found that informal learning is the 
best way of developing new knowledge or skills (Ellinger, 2005; Leslie, Aring, & Brand, 
1998) and highlight positive factors of informal structures in an organization. Other 
researchers state that distributed interactive learning will require organizational routines 
dedicated to a particular task (Ebersberger & Herstad, 2011; Schmidt, 2010). As many of 
them are informal, they are often linked to formal structures. This suggests that 
organizational structures are central for achieving anything in an organization 
(Whittington, 2003). Whittington (2003) shows that the route to business innovations may 
not follow the same path as to organizational structure. Another challenge concerning 
structural routines is that innovation is in constant change and companies need to have a 
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structure that is able to follow this.  
Hypothesis 2 
The theoretical aspects of internal resources viewed above leads to the construction of 
hypotheses 2. It seeks to test the use of internal resources in the innovation process, 
investigating the areas of learning, experience and formality.  
 
Through the literature it is seen that learning is of high importance in internal resources. It 
is emphasized as a key factor for companies, having routines and procedures for this in 
order for the employees to renew and build experience, and for the company to stay 
innovative. Formalities also seem to play an important role in the organization of internal 
resources. Literature display different views about the subject of formalities as informal 
learning seem to be the best way to learn, but some researchers argue the importance of 
formal routines to accomplish strategies and goals. In terms of formalities, literature state 
that Norwegian companies are more informal, while international companies often display 
a more formal structure.  
Hypothesis 2 is as follows: 
 
H2 - International owned companies use their internal processes differently than 
Norwegian owned companies 
  
H2a - International owned companies have more routines for learning and building 
experience, than Norwegian owned companies  
 
H2b - Norwegian owned companies have a more informal structure, than 
international owned companies !
2.4  EXTERNAL RESOURCES !
Learning with regard to the innovation process is often related to activities to extend the 
internal knowledge pool (Bathelt, Malmberg, & Maskell, 2004). Sometimes internal 
resources are not enough and companies have to turn to external resources in order to 
innovate. Use of external partners have become common when organizing innovation 
processes, and it has been observed that many companies have come to rely more 
extensively on external linkages (Teece, 1992). Use of older knowledge from outside own 
sector boundaries has been found positively associated with innovativeness (Katila, 2002; 
Katila & Ahuja, 2002), and providing knowledge in areas where internal resources are 
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inadequate (Leonard-Barton, 1992). Innovation is often influenced by other corporate, 
regional and projects- inherent and sectorial characteristics (Mattes, 2010), becoming part 
of networks were resources, knowledge and information circulate (Teece, 1992). 
 
For companies in Norway exploitation of new knowledge and technology are important, 
and considerable learning and innovation often occur outside of the boundaries of the 
organization (Fagerberg, Mowery, & Verspagen, 2009). In the early twentieth century, the 
growth in Norwegian economy involved new social groups (investors, engineers, scientist, 
managers, and consultants etc.) that exploit new forms of knowledge. As these groups 
became important for learning and innovation, Norwegian companies have become 
dependent on external partners (Wicken, 2009). According to statistics, suppliers and 
customers are the most frequently used external partners for Norwegian companies 
(Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). Norwegian companies are focused on trust, 
involvement and good relationships, but have little respect for authority (Lima Bru, 2013). 
Locally based learning and work-up of unique knowledge is emerging as important 
mechanisms to achieve and maintain global competitive strength for companies and 
industries in high cost countries, such as Norway (Isaksen & Asheim, 2008). 
 
For international companies there seems to be mixed answers concerning what they look 
like. However, a central point of agreement is that there is not only one way of organizing 
innovation across borders (Mattes, 2013). An effect of this is that complicated 
constructions emerge, and the relation between headquarters and subsidiaries are 
negotiated in terms of competence-based, strategic, power-related, aspects (Mattes, 2010). 
A challenge is extending their external network into foreign countries, not being able to 
define ideas and potential partners in advance (Herstad, Ebersberger, & Asheim, 2013). 
When investigating characteristics of multinational companies the concept of ‘foreignness’ 
is highlighted. Cassiman & Valentini (2005) accentuate the factor that make the problem 
of organizational design in multinational company’s fundamentally different form a 
domestic company is in in fact “foreignness”. With the world not yet being global this 
constitutes a “liability” for overseas firms, such as the cost of coordination and 
communication, culture differences in country or firm (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; 
Cassiman & Valentini, 2005; Mattes, 2010).  
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International companies level of integration 
With regards to international companies it exist extensive literature about the approach to 
countries or regions they are in. There is the implicit assumption that once international 
companies are allocated in a certain place, they and their subsidiaries draw upon assets 
available in their surrounding and strategically exploit the provided input factor (Blanc & 
Sierra, 1999; Faulkner, 2003; Mattes, 2013). Their relationship to its region is not static or 
a predetermined one, instead the subsidiaries of international companies face a strategic 
choice to interact with their surroundings and cooperate with locally available partners 
(Mattes, 2013). Statistics regarding foreign companies in Norway, a show that 
characteristic in their strategy was based on two things; how much local decision-making 
authority should be given, and where the central competence functions of the company 
should be located. The four factors that determine this are characteristics of the foreign 
owner, the Norwegian company, the Norwegian market the company operates in, and the 
business environment the Norwegian company is part of (Ulstein, Grünfeld, & Ekrann, 
2012). Mattes (2013) highlights that they have to choose between the involvement of 
regional actors and isolation from them.  
 
The latter refers to the trend of what researchers have called “branch plant”. With external 
ownership and control the trend of branch plants is characterized by the structured position 
and constrained autonomy, shortened and narrow functional structure involved in part-
process production and/or assembly. It is also recognized as having cloned capacity and 
being vertically integrated with limited external local linkage, with for example supplier or 
technology. Such branch plants show dependency for material and technical input from 
their parent companies and very little autonomy, with centralized, hierarchical 
management controlling the order of the day (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, & Tomaney, 2006). 
Ebersberger & Herstad (2012) found that it is the multi-nationality of the corporate 
network rather than its foreign or domestic control that trigger innovation search within it. 
It is also the foreign control of the international network, which is present, rather than 
multi-nationality as such, that is associated with the danger of branch plant (Ebersberger & 
Herstad, 2012).  
 
However, research on the more modern international business tells that what has 
traditionally been viewed as “liabilities of foreignness” may be transforming into 
advantages of multiple network “insideness” (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). More recent 
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research has confirmed that localities matter also for big, globally oriented companies. It 
has been recognized that multinational companies may invest abroad, not only to exploit 
advantage, but also to obtain access to scientific and technological knowledge (Mattes, 
2010). The literature tells that multinational companies are bound to their institutional 
surroundings, employ workers from the region, cooperate with universities and exploit the 
available offer of suppliers and business partners (Mattes, 2013). During the 1990s 
researchers noticed changes in the branch plant economy. It was becoming a more product-
based structure, replacing geographical market based structure (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, & 
Tomaney, 2006). This trend showed external ownership and control but with possible 
enhanced strategic and operating autonomy, as well as responsibility for performance, 
increased within a “flattened” hierarchical structure. A wider functional structure involved 
in full process production tilted towards manufacturing, rather than solely assembly. This 
trend also showed an increased external linkage, as for example R&D with technology 
supports (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, & Tomaney, 2006). This change led to the perspective of 
what researchers call “networked branch plant”. Innovation in a company is understood as 
a result of collective efforts and less as a result of individual entrepreneurial efforts alone. 
Unique and locally rooted knowledge gain increasing importance precisely because many 
companies are included in global value chains (Isaksen & Asheim, 2008). 
 
Internationalization 
In general concerning all firms, inter-firm collaboration and partnerships with institutions 
were long believed to be mainly limited to the local level and the context of clusters. 
However, with globalization and advances in information and communication technology, 
the geographic scope of this interaction is widening and often spreads across national 
borders (Coticˇ Svetina & Prodan, 2008). The past decades have witnessed an increasing 
internationalization of various companies, and recently, much more with those related to 
innovation (OECD, 2011). Motivation for external cooperation across border has been the 
issue of R&D functions the recent years (Mattes, 2010). Successful innovation requires 
more complex and interactive processes. If companies want to succeed in the innovation 
race, they need to have access to the most advanced technical and organizational 
knowledge in their fields. This is forcing companies to partner internationally to share 
costs, find complementary expertise, gain access to different technologies and knowledge, 
and be part of an innovation network (Coticˇ Svetina & Prodan, 2008; OECD, 2011). 
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International companies are a big part of contributing to internationalization (OECD, 
2011), and an increasing number of Norwegian companies are part of international groups 
or activities abroad. Norwegian and foreign traditions meet more often and interact (Lima 
Bru, 2013). Increasing global competition and the growth of new technologies are pushing 
up pace of innovation. The playing field for innovation has become truly international, 
illustrated by the growing international cooperation in science, technology and innovation 
along different dimensions (OECD, 2011). It is not given that national or regional 
innovation systems are capable of changing in line with changes in international markets, 
or deliver the knowledge necessary to keep the renewal process going (Isaksen & Asheim, 
2008).  
Hypothesis 3 
The theoretical aspects regarding external resources viewed above have led to the 
construction of hypothesis 3. It seeks to investigate the use of external partners, testing 
possible differences between Norwegian- and international companies.  
 
It is seen from the literature above that external partners has become more common, being 
important for innovation success, due to high innovation competition and because it 
contributes to new resources of knowledge and thinking. Literature shows that the way a 
company organizes their external collaboration is of importance for their surroundings. 
Interaction with international actors has much to say for a positive business effect, 
highlighting international cooperation as increasingly important. Norwegian companies 
collaborate more and more at an international level, though international companies are in 
fact the main contributor to internationalization. The literature further show that 
international companies have high focus on external partners that create value to their 
company, especially in terms of R&D functions. Norwegian companies value good 
relationships and cooperation when using external partners. The literature highlights the 
international companies’ position, indicating different and varying possible approaches, 
such as the “branch plant” or “networked branch plant” perspectives.  
 
Hypothesis 3 is as follows: 
 
H3 - There is differences in cooperation with external partners and their 
locations, between Norwegian- and international owned companies 
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H3a - Norwegian owned companies use less external partners than international 
owned companies 
  
H3b - International owned companies cooperate more with research-based 
partners in their innovation process than Norwegian owned companies 
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3  METHOD !
The main focus of the thesis is to investigate if there are differences between Norwegian 
owned companies and international owned companies, in Norway, in terms of how they 
organize activities in their innovation process. The empirical research will be conducted 
with the use of secondary data, using a quantitative method approach. The secondary data 
is in the form of surveys, conducted by IRIS at an earlier stage in the VRI- project. 
 
3.1  SELECTION  !
The data analyzed in this thesis involves a large number of firms in Norway and their 
innovation activities. The survey has data regarding firms’ innovation activity and 
innovation partners, both external and internal. This is relevant in the search for answers 
for this research problem. The participants in the surveys are persons with leading 
positions, representing/answering for their company. The surveys used are questionnaires 
conducted primarily by phone interviews and web questionnaire follow-up, which 
approximately 1/4 of the participants participated in. Also questions from this survey will 
be used (main survey questionnaire, see appendix I and web survey!questionnaire, see 
appendix II). 
 
Sample  
The surveys non-response report shows that 2002 out of the 11708 asked conducted the 
survey, which is a 17% total response rate. From the surveys non-response report, the 
population is characterized in three categories; number of employees, region, and industry. 
The graphs below illustrate the distribution of the responses for each category. 
 
The company size, indicated by number of employees, is divided in four categories: 10-49, 
50-99, 100-199, and over 200 employees. The response rate is relative even. Companies 
with 10-49 employees are the most asked, which is natural as the majority of companies in 
Norway are listed as small-medium size (Næring- og Handelsdepartementet, 2012). This 
category has the lowest response rate in relation to the number asked, while leaders in 
companies with over 200 employees have the best response rate relative to the number 
asked.  
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Figure 3-1 Response rate by number of employees for completed interviews in the survey 
 
Regions are divided in the main regions Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim, and the 
country otherwise. Stavanger has the best response rate, based on the number asked in each 
region, showing 26%. Oslo has the lowest response rate with 13%.  
 
!
Figure 3-2 Response rate by region for completed interviews in the survey 
 
The survey has respondents from thirteen industries. The majority of industries show a 
response rate between 17-21 %. Accommodations and food service having the lowest 
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response rate of 13%, based on the total asked in this industry. Electricity and water supply 
stands out from the rest with a response of 34%.  
 
!
Figure 3-3 Response rate by industry for completed interviews in the survey 
Validity and reliability  
A challenge with use of secondary data is that the researchers and goal behind the data 
often is unknown, and it is important to discuss the data in terms of its reliability and 
validity. Reliability refers to the consistency of the survey and validity to if it actual 
measures what it is supposed to measure (Frankfort- Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008). A 
positive factor in this case is that the goal behind the secondary data material is known. 
This means that the problem factor of insufficient information that often occurs with use of 
secondary data is not relevant here. With access to the surveys and findings, and the 
conductors of this research, the reliability and validity are strengthened. Participation of 
over 2000 companies can give an indication of patterns for companies in Norway in 
general. The non-response report shows an overall relative even percentage of responses 
between the different categories of population, indicating no obvious biases in the 
population. However, the descriptive statistics presented later in this thesis will give a 
more detailed view of the sample, and possible biases to be aware of. Other challenges 
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with use of secondary data in terms of validity is that the author of this thesis did not 
conduct the surveys herself, which means that the data collected may have another 
purpose. The hypothesis investigated by the originator of the survey is not the same as for 
this thesis, and because of this a possible gap could occur. Although the analysis material 
is carefully selected, there will always be a risk of not being able to answer or find what is 
investigated (Frankfort- Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008). The questions selected from the 
survey have been chosen in relation to the hypothesis conducted, and in relation to the 
overall research question. An explanation of the chosen questions, strengths and 
weaknesses in light of reliability and validity is presented below.  !!
Selection of questions  
The question regarding ownership percentage is selected as the basis for the independent 
measurement variable;  
 
Approximately what percentage of the company you lead is owned by individual or 
companies located respectively locally or regionally, elsewhere in Norway, the Nordic 
region, in Europe outside the Nordic region, and the rest of the world? 
 
The survey has no focus on distinguishing between Norwegian- and international 
companies. As a result there is a high difference in number of Norwegian and international 
companies, and the selection of the population have not taken this into account. This may 
indicate a bias in terms reliability. However, the participants in the survey have answered 
by ranking the ownership in percentage, which sum up to a total of 100%, making it 
possible to divide between ownership. As the intention is to look at differences between 
Norwegian - and international owned companies, located in Norway, this needs to be 
divided in two categories. Three of the alternatives concern foreign ownership: in other 
Nordic countries + Europe outside Nordic countries +in rest of the world. The ownership 
is determined as international ownership if the three alternatives above sums up to 50% or 
more, while below 50 % equal Norwegian ownership. The independent variables in all 
three stages of the analyses are defined as; Norwegian owned companies (NOC) and 
international owned companies (IOC). In order to measure what is intended the ownership 
has been defined and divided, strengthening the validity in this thesis. The same 
independent variables, NOC and IOC, based on the breakdown of ownership above, will 
be equal in all parts of the analysis.   
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The balance between internal and external resources  
The hypothesis concerning “balance” focus on answering whether NOC and IOC use 
internal or external resources most in their innovation processes, or if there is a balance 
between them. The aim is to investigate the pattern of use, for both international and 
Norwegian companies. That being the case, the question selected from the survey follows 
with statements concerning all stages of activity in the innovation process, which 
strengthen the validity of this question. As it asks directly about the innovation process, it 
takes away the possibility if misinterpreting the question. The alternative answers cover all 
parts of internal and external actors. A weakness is that the participant may not have the 
knowledge of all the different stages of the process. However, it is assumed that the 
participants, who are leaders in their company, have an overall knowledge of their 
activities, which would strengthen the accuracy in the answers. The question selected gives 
the analyses rich information, not only in terms of what they use (internal or external), but 
also in terms of details through the different stages of the activities. The question is as 
follows: 
 
Where do you mainly carry out the activities of the various stages of the innovation 
process?* 
- We get ideas for new products, services or processes mainly… 
- We prioritize the ideas and solutions we shall pursue mainly… 
- New concepts and prototypes are developed mainly… 
- Detailed design and testing is performed mainly… 
- The marketing of new products and services are done mainly… 
 
*”Where” being the alternatives: Internal in our organization, Cooperation with other 
parts of business, Cooperation with regional actors, Cooperation with national actors, or 
Cooperation with international actors 
 
The intention is to look at internal and external use, and the five alternative answers will 
been divided in two groups, internal and external. 
 
Internal= internal or cooperation with other parts of the business 
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External = cooperation with regional actors or cooperation with national actors or 
cooperation with international actors 
 
Internal resources 
The internal hypothesis focus on the use of internal processes, in terms of learning, 
experience and formal routines, and whether there are any differences between NOC and 
IOC. The questions chosen concern internal resources, such as education, learning, 
experience, expertise and formal procedures. Two questions are chosen to ensure all areas 
of the internal resources mention above are included. This strengthens the validity of the 
internal analysis. The questions chosen are attitude questions, and an effect of this is the 
possibility of the answer being influenced by the participants’ personal opinions. As the 
participants are leaders, they may want to display the situation better than it is, to make 
them or the company looks good, or may not want to admit they are “bad” in some areas. 
This could affect the validity of the answers. It should also be taken into account that there 
could have been a different outcome if employees without management positions had been 
asked. The questions selected from the survey will contribute to answering if there are any 
differences in NOC and IOC internal routines. As the questions do not ask directly about 
the innovation process, there is a risk of misinterpretation. However, the survey is focused 
on innovation, which should strengthen the chances of the questions being answered in 
terms of innovation. The questions follow a set of statements with a scale from 1- 5, 1 
being strongly disagreeing and 5 being strongly agree. The statements from the survey are 
as follows: 
 
- The company devotes considerable resources to increase employee skills  
- Employees are strongly encouraged to learn from their experiences 
- The company has procedures to systematize the employees' experiences 
- If an employee leaves the company, his / her knowledge are probably lost  
- Success in our industry are largely determined by the knowledge and experience 
that is collected through several years of operation 
-  It is common practice in our company to document practical experience and 
knowledge 
- We use technical methods for storing and exchanging information activity 
(databases, internet forums, local network) 
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- All employees in the firm use formal mechanisms and procedures to select and 
manage new ideas 
 
External resources 
The external hypothesis focuses on differences in how NOC and IOC use external partners. 
It is important to find information regarding what type of partners they use, and also where 
these partners are located. The question chosen from the survey can help answering this. 
The question does not mention the innovation process directly, which may lead the 
participant to answer about cooperation in a general view, which weakens the validity. 
However, as mentioned above, the survey’s focus on innovation gives confidence in the 
questions intention. The question from the survey goes as follows:  
 
Has your company cooperated with any of the following* on the last three years? 
For each partner, please state whether they were located in your region, elsewhere in 
Norway or abroad? 
 
(*The following being: Other companies in the same conglomerate, Suppliers, Costumers, 
Competitors, Consultants, Universities, and Research institutions)  
 
Control variable 
A control-check on all three part of the analysis (internal, external, both) will be done. 
Control variables are used to test if the findings can be explained by variables other than 
those stated in the hypothesis. This is to reduce the risk of wrongly assumed relations, as it 
states whether there is a casual link between the tested variables, or of the relations are 
caused by other factors (Frankfort- Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008). In this analysis 
Norwegian companies that are part of a larger corporation (NOCcorp), either a parent 
company or subsidiary company, are pulled out from NOC. These companies have a 
similar ownership structure as IOC, which may affect the results. It is of interest for the 
quality of the paper to determine if the differences or similarities are caused by ownership 
structure, or the difference between NOC and IOC.   
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3.2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS  !
To get an overview of the companies participating in the survey, some key factors has been 
highlighted; industry, size and turnover. The companies are divided between international 
owned companies (IOC) and Norwegian owned companies (NOC). The main survey 
consists of a total of 2002 companies located in Norway, where 1699 of them are 
Norwegian owned and 303 are international owned. Among the participants in the main 
survey, some also participated in a follow-up web survey. The web survey contains 533 
participants, where the number of participants is based on the number of answers in the 
first question in the survey regarding their position in the company. 94 of the companies 
are international owned and 439 are Norwegian owned, see chart below. 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Total number of participants from Norwegian- and international owned companies 
 
As mentioned in Section 3.1.4 the Norwegian owned companies that are part of a larger 
corporation (NOCcorp) have been isolated as a control variable. The chart below shows 
how many of the NOCcorp that took part in the main survey and web survey. 
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Figure 3-5 Total number of participants in control variable 
 
Company size  
Most of the Norwegian firms are relative small, between 10 and 50 employees. Both NOC 
and IOC have most participating companies of this size. Very few firms are larger than 500 
employees. The largest international company has over 4000 employees, while the largest 
Norwegian has just over 2000 employees. This can be misleading with respect to the 
measurement of average, as the largest international company is considerably larger than 
the rest. The median distribution shows a more accurate estimation of company size. The 
table below shows IOC to have a median of 28 employees, which is a bit larger than NOC 
with a median of 19 employees. 
 
Table 3-1 Total number of employees 
Number of employees Norwegian International 
10>50 1460 206 
51>100 148 44 
101>500 85 40 
501>2000 5 11 
2001> 1 2 
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Table 3-2 Mean and median of employees 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Median 
Norwegian 36.57 1699 81.996 19.00 
International  109.57 303 333.929 28.00 
 
 
As previously, NOCcorp is isolated. The table below shows that NOCcorp has an effect on 
the “number of employees” median. The median move closer to the median of the IOC. 
 
Table 3-3 Total number of employees in control variable 
Number of employees NOCorp International 
10>50 218 206 
51>100 36 44 
101>500 28 40 
501>2000 3 11 
2001> 1 2 
 
Table 3-4 Mean and median of employees for control variable 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Median 
NOCcorp 59.5 286 158.958 22.5 
International  109.57 303 333.929 28.0 
 
 
Turnover     
The turnover is close to linear with company size, with a much higher average turnover for 
international companies, caused by the high deviation from the average of one firm. The 
median gives a more accurate indication of the turnover for companies participating in this 
survey. Still, the IOC median turnover is slightly higher than the NOC median turnover, 
see table below.  
 
 
 
 
      !  
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Table 3-5 Mean and median of turnover 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Median 
Norwegian 79089.22 1699 426096.692 22018.00 
International 273235.17 303 839056.109 37723.00 
 
NOCcorp has not been possible to isolate for this variable. The result from the survey 
shows that for 241 of the 286 that belong in the NOCcorp category, the information about 
turnover was not available.  
 
Industry  
Thirteen different industrial sections is part of this survey. The bar chart below shows an 
overview of what industry the two parties are located in, as well as giving an indication of 
which industry that dominate this survey (industries are categorized by the Standard 
Industrial Classification (Official Statistics of Norway)). 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6 Industry affiliations: Norwegian owned companies 
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In NOC the industry of Building and Construction show the highest number of 
participating firms. There is also a large amount of participants from Industry and Retail.  
 
 
Figure 3-7 Industry affiliations: International owned companies 
 For IOC, Retail is the most dominant industrial section. This section seems to dominate 
quite significantly compared to the other industries.  
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Figure 3-8 Industry affiliations: Control variable 
For NOCcorp the industry of Retail has the most participants. Accommodation and food-
service and Manufacturing also stands out.   
 
Possible biases  
Through the descriptive statistics possible biases for the thesis have been highlighted. First, 
the data material available from the survey does no state a specific number of participants 
contributing in the follow-up web survey. The number of answers seems to vary between 
the questions. Because of this, the total number of 533 participants, based on the first 
question, can only be an indication of the number of participants. There is also a bias in 
terms of the number of NOC and IOC participating, as the data show a substantial higher 
number of participants from NOC. Further, the selection shows a substantial higher 
number of small sized companies participating in the survey, which is taken into 
consideration when discussing the results. This is consistent for NOC, IOC and NOCcorp, 
but it should be taken into consideration that the results could be different if larger 
companies were present in the survey. Some of the participating industries, such as 
Manufacturing, are large sections which cover many smaller industry groups. The survey 
report indicates some dominance of participants from the industrial sections of 
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Manufacturing, Building and Construction, as well as Retail, which could influence the 
answers.  
 
The biases are not considered substantial enough to make the analysis unreliable. The 
number of participants is satisfying, the participants are relatively evenly distributed, and 
the biases are clear and will be taken into consideration.  
 
3.3 ANALYSIS OF DATA  !
Cross- tabulation will be used to cross check the dependent variables (internal, external, 
both) and the independent variable (NOC and IOC). This is a statistical process that 
summarizes categorical data to create contingency data. The intention is to look at the 
correlation between the two, which generates information about their relationship. It is 
relevant to look at the correlation between the independent and dependent variable in all 
questions analyzed. The goal is to estimate the percentages of use compared to the total 
participant for NOC and IOC. This will give an overview of the pattern in the responses, as 
well as estimating differences and similarities between NOC and IOC. Additionally, 
analyses with use of the control variable NOCcorp will be performed in all stages of the 
analysis.  
 
In the use of both internal and external analysis and external analysis a Z-test will be used. 
This is to determine if the differences can be generalized to population or not. A Z-test is 
preferred when n > 30, where n is the number of participants. The P-value of the Z-test 
reveals any significant differences between the answers. The Z-test is conducted using the 
formula below. A statistical calculator online is used to calculate the P-value, (VassarStats: 
Website for Statistical Computation, 2014).  
 
 
where !! ! !! = the difference between the proportion of the samples !! = Total number in sample one 
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!! = Total number in sample two 
 
In the internal analysis the alternative answers in the questions are in the form of a likert 
scale from 1 to 5. 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree. For each statement 
the mean value of the response has been calculated. Because the data have been sized by 
average, the number of data points has reduced, implying a T-test is more suitable for 
testing for significant differences. Statistical program (spss) and online calculator 
(quantitativeskills.com) are used to calculate the significance level. The formula for T-test 
is as follows:  
 ! ! !! ! !!! ! !!! ! !!!!!!!! !  
 
where 
 !! ! !!!= the difference between the samples mean !! ! !! = the means of the sampling distribution of the difference between means !!!!! != estimate of the standard error of the sampling distribution of the differences 
between the means.  
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4  RESULTS !
The analyses have been conducted in three stages and the result will be presented in the 
following steps: The balance between the use of internal and external resources, internal 
resources, and external resources. The analysis conducted is a quantitative method 
approach, using secondary survey data. The independent variables in all three analysis are 
international owned companies (IOC) and Norwegian owned companies (NOC), and the 
control variable in all three stages are Norwegian owned companies as part of a larger 
cooperation (NOCcorp).  
 
NOCcorp is pulled out from NOC as a control measure, and displays companies with a 
similar ownership structure as IOC. The control variable is there to determine if ownership 
structure has an effect on the answers. This will help determining whether differences and 
similarities are caused by ownership structure, or if there is actual difference between NOC 
and IOC.  
 
4.1 USE OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL RESOURCES !
In this part of the analysis the intention is to examine the use of both internal and external 
resources, and investigate whether there is balance between the two. The survey question 
analyzed in this part is obtained from the web survey (see details in descriptive statistics, 
chapter 3.3). The question is about where the company’s innovation activities primarily are 
carried out. First the result from NOC and IOC will be presented, followed by the result 
from the control check, using NOCcorp. The table below shows the number of participants 
that answered the different statements, and estimated missing values.  
 
 !  
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Table 4-1 Total number of participants in the question from web survey 
 N Missing 
 
Statements:  
533  
We get ideas for new products, services or processes mainly 410 123 
We prioritize the ideas and solutions we shall pursue mainly 406 127 
New concepts and prototypes are developed mainly 405 128 
Detailed design and testing is performed mainly 403 130 
The marketing of new products and services are done mainly 409 124 
 
 
Where do you mainly carry out the activities of the various stages of the innovation 
process? 
 
Figure 4-1 The share of internal and external use of resources 
 
The chart illustrates the average of the five claims for the categories internal and external 
actors. Alternative answers “internal” and “cooperation with other parts of the business” 
are categorized as “internal resources” and “cooperation with regional actors”, “national 
actors” and “international actors” are categorized as “external resources”. The chart 
displays a similar percentage between NOC and IOC, in both internal and external use of 
resources. However, the usage shows a clear difference between the use of internal and 
external actors, internal being the clear preference of use, with a share of over 60% for 
both NOC and IOC.  
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The tables below illustrate a more detailed view of the results for each of the five 
statements, displaying the share of NOC and IOC, differences between NOC and IOC, 
differences between external and internal usage, and level of significance using z-test. 
 
Table 4-2 Results for internal and external use in innovation activities   
 
We get ideas for new products, services or processes mainly 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 51,63 % 54,79 % -3,16 % 337 73 -0,4902 0,624 
EXTERNAL 48,37 % 45,21 % 3,16 % 337 73 0,4902 0,624 
Diff. 3,26 % 9,59 %      
 
          
We prioritize the ideas and solutions we shall pursue mainly 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 73,73 % 81,69 % -7,96 % 335 71 -1,3842 0,166 
EXTERNAL 26,27 % 18,31 % 7,96 % 335 71 1,3842 0,166 
Diff. 47,46 % 63,38 %      
 
         
New concepts and prototypes are developed mainly 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 60,54 % 58,90 % 1,64 % 332 73 0,2593 0,795 
EXTERNAL 39,46 % 41,10 % -1,64 % 332 73 -0,2593 0,795 
Diff. 21,08 % 17,81 %      
 
          
Detailed design and testing is performed mainly 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 61,52 % 57,53 % 3,98 % 330 73 0,6326 0,527 
EXTERNAL 38,48 % 42,47 % -3,98 % 330 73 -0,6326 0,527 
Diff. 23,03 % 15,07 %      
 
         
The marketing of new products and services are done mainly 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 59,40 % 63,51 % -4,11 % 335 74 -0,6517 0,515 
EXTERNAL 40,60 % 36,49 % 4,11 % 335 74 0,6517 0,515 
Diff. 18,81 % 27,03 %      
!
!
All five statements show higher use of internal resources. Comparing NOC and IOC, the 
significant level in all five statements is identical, showing no significant differences. The 
differences between internal and external all show a positive number, meaning internal 
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resources have a higher percentage. The biggest differences between internal and external 
are found in the statements concerning prioritizing the ideas and solutions we shall pursue. 
It shows that over 70% of NOC and 80% of IOC do this internally. The statements 
concerning where the companies get ideas for new products, services or processes are 
most similar, showing an internal preference of 51% for NOC and 54% for IOC. The 
literature stated a trend of keeping an “arm-length” connection to the external environment, 
which Mattes (2010) says to be more common for international companies. The results 
however, show the similar trend for NOC. As seen in the literature (Soliman, 2011a; 
2011b; Mattes, 2010) companies are exposed to high competition, and technology makes it 
easy and quick to copy products. This can explain why results show such a high preference 
for internal use. In order to keep the new developments secret and avoid competition, 
companies keep the activities internal as long as possible. External resources expand a 
company’s knowledge pool, contribute to new ways of thinking and create a much larger 
pool of ideas. The results show an approximate 50/50 split in use of internal and external 
resources at this stage in the process. This can be seen as a natural and strategic approach, 
as this is the “safest” stage of the innovation activities to go external. No specific products 
or strategic plans are made here, so there is no treat from other companies. Naturally, when 
new developments are prioritized and starts developing, the threat of other companies 
picking up the idea are more real, which could explain why the results display a higher use 
of internal resources.  
 
Control variable  
In order to control check the result above an identical analysis is performed, comparing 
NOCcorp with IOC. The chart and the tables below illustrate the effect of NOCcorp. 
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Figure 4-2 Share of internal and external use of resources with control variable 
The chart shows that internal resources are still the most used. It displays a higher 
percentage of internal use, actually displaying a higher share than IOC. NOCcorp also 
shows a lower percentage of external use, showing a lower share than IOC. 
 
Table 4-3 Results for internal and external use in innovation activities with control variable   
 
 
We get ideas for new products, services or processes mainly 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 56,86 % 54,79 % 2,07 % 51 73 0,2285 0,8193 
EXTERNAL 43,14 % 45,21 % -2,07 % 51 73 -0,2285 0,8193 
Diff. 13,72 % 9,59 %      
 
       
We prioritize the ideas and solutions we shall pursue mainly 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 78,43 % 81,69 % -3,26 % 51 71 -0,4318 0,6659 
EXTERNAL 21,56 % 18,31 % 3,25 % 51 71 0,4306 0,6668 
Diff. 56,87 % 63,38 %      
 
   
New concepts and prototypes are developed mainly 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 66,66 % 58,90 % 7,76 % 48 73 0,8853 0,376 
EXTERNAL 33,33 % 41,10 % -7,77 % 48 73 -0,8865 0,375 
Diff. 33,33 % 17,81 %      
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Detailed design and testing is performed mainly 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 61,22 % 57,53 % 3,69 % 49 73 0,4096 0,6821 
EXTERNAL 38,77 % 42,47 % -3,70 % 49 73 -0,4107 0,6813 
Diff. 22,45 % 15,07 %      
 
      
The marketing of new products and services are done mainly 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
INTERNAL 66,00 % 63,51 % 2,49 % 50 74 0,2867 0,7743 
EXTERNAL 34,00 % 36,49 % -2,49 % 50 74 -0,2867 0,7743 
Diff. 32,00 % 27,03 %      
 
 
The tables show that internal resources are also the most used in NOCcorp. There is 
actually an increase in use of internal resources in all activities except design and testing. 
The results display a small decrease of 0.3%, which is too small of a change to have any 
significant difference. Faulkner, (2003) for example, mention that international companies 
have a larger knowledge pool internally as they consist of many firms in one company. 
This will also be the case for Norwegian companies part of a larger cooperation, and would 
explain the increase in internal use, as they cooperate more with other parts of the business. 
The significant level in all five statements shows no significant differences between 
NOCcorp and IOC. An overall view shows that the control check has the same findings as 
the original analysis.  
 
Hypotheses 1  
A main hypothesis followed by two sub-hypotheses were conducted for this part of the 
analysis, with the interest of testing whether there is a balance between the use of internal 
and external resources. Based on what is seen and discussed from the results, the intention 
here is to discuss whether or not the hypotheses are supported.  
 
H1a - International owned companies use external resources more than internal 
resources  
 
The findings have shown that IOC uses more internal resources than external resources in 
all stages when carrying out the activities in the innovation process. Over 50% of the 
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participants in all five statements asked state that they use internal resources. The 
hypothesis is not supported, as internal resources are the most used for IOC, and not 
external partners. H1a is rejected.   
 
H1b - There is an equal use of external and internal resources in Norwegian owned 
companies 
 
The result for NOC has also shown a higher use of internal resources; as over 50% of the 
participants from NOC in all five statements say they use internal resources. The control-
variable NOCcorp did also display the same results. This has shown that there is not an 
equal use of internal and external resources in NOC, and H1b is rejected.  
 
H1 - There is differences between Norwegian - and international owned 
companies in how they use external and internal resources in their innovation 
activities  
 
H1a and H1b have tested the use of internal and external resources for NOC and for IOC. 
The main hypothesis seeks to test whether there are differences between NOC and IOC. 
H1a and H1b were both rejected, as the results have displayed more use of internal 
resources.  
The literature has shown that this may have to do with the high competition and easy 
possibilities for copying products or services. Companies want to keep their developments 
close in order to sustain competitive advantages and succeed in being an innovative 
company. The results in the first part of the analysis have shown that there are no 
significant differences between NOC and IOC in any of the five statements. The same 
result is seen between NOCcorp and IOC. As H1a and H1b have been rejected, H1 is not 
supported. The companies’ common interests can give an implication for the rejection of 
H1. No matter what size, industry or country a company belongs to, they all have the 
interests to create competitive advantage, create value from their innovation activities and 
be a successful business.  
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4.2 INTERNAL RESOURCES 
The second part of the analysis examines the internal part of the innovation process. The 
intention is to investigate the use and organization of internal resources. The internal 
resources in this analysis deal with learning, experience and formal routines. In this 
analysis eight statements, obtained from two questions, are analyzed. These are also 
obtained from the web survey (see details in descriptive statistics, chapter 3.3). The result 
from NOC and IOC will be presented, followed by the result from the control check, using 
NOCcorp. The table below shows the total number of participants that has answered the 
different statements, and estimated missing values.  
 
Table 4-4 Total number of participants in questions from web survey 
 N Missing 
 
Statements – question 1: 
533  
The company devotes considerable resources to increase employee skills  400 133 
Employees are strongly encouraged to learn from their experiences 399 134 
The company has procedures to systematize the employees' experiences 400 133 
 
Statements – question 2: 
  
If an employee leaves the company, his / her knowledge are probably lost  395 144 
Success in our industry are largely determined by the knowledge and 
experience that is collected through several years of operation 
 
394 139 
It is common practice in our company to document practical experience and 
knowledge 
 
393 140 
We use technical methods for storing and exchanging information activity 
(databases, internet forums, local network) 
 
391 142 
All employees in the firm use formal mechanisms and procedures to select and 
manage new ideas 
389 144 
 
 
The results are divided into two categories, statements concerning “learning and 
experience” and statements concerning “formal procedures”. The survey questions uses a 
“likert” scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The tables below show the average, 
determining which part of the scale the mean of respondents is in, displaying differences 
between NOC and IOC, and level of significant using t-test. 
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The value of the different alternatives in the scale is:  
1= Strongly disagree 
2= Partly disagree 
3= either disagree or agree 
4= Partly agree 
5= Strongly agree 
 
 
Learning and experience  
 
Table 4-5 Results internal analysis: learning and experience 
 NOC 
mean 
IOC 
mean 
Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
IOC 
t-test Sig. 
The company devotes considerable resources 
to increase employee skills  
 
3,66 3,76 -0,10 328 72 -0,774 0,439 
 Employees are strongly encouraged to learn  
from their experiences 
 
4,2 4,24 -0,04 327 72 -0,385 0,701 
Success in our industry are largely determined 
 by the knowledge and experience that is 
collected through several years of operation 
 
4,22 4,29 -0,07 322 72 -0,693 0,489 
If an employee leaves the company, his / her 
knowledge are probably lost  
3,15 3,33 -0,18 323 72 -1,391 0,165 !
NOC and IOC show very similar patterns in how they view their company’s routines for 
learning and experience. There are no significant differences between them. For 
differences between NOC and IOC, the results show a negative number in all the 
statements, meaning the average is higher for IOC. This shows that IOC agrees slightly 
more on the statements than NOC. The statements concerning if employees are encouraged 
to learn from their experience, and their success is determined by several years of 
collected knowledge and experience, show an average over 4, denoting the mean of 
respondents partly agree. In terms of the company devotes considerable resources in order 
to strengthen employee skills, the average for both is just under 4, indicating that they 
partly agree. The literature underlines the importance of learning within a company, and 
employees are considered an important resource for new knowledge (Coticˇ Svetina & 
Prodan, 2008). From the result it seems that companies in Norway have learning and 
experience as a priority as well. Asked if knowledge are lost if an employee leaves the 
company, both NOC and IOC show an average of 3, indicating they either disagree or 
agree. This result can be explained with the view that experience and knowledge is often 
subjective, and even though formal procedures are intact to store knowledge, it may not be 
as good as the employee possessing the knowledge.  
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Formal procedures 
 
Table 4-6 Results internal analysis: formal procedures 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
N 
IOC 
t-test Sig. 
The company has procedures to 
systematize the employees' experiences 
 
3,61 3,71 -0,10 328 72 -0,778 0,437 
 It is common practice in our company to 
document practical experience and 
knowledge 
 
3,69 3,79 -0,10 322 71 -0,742 0,458 
We use technical methods for storing and 
exchanging information activity 
(databases, internet forums, local network) 
 
3,76 4,27 -0,51 320 71 -4,286 0 
All employees in the firm use formal 
mechanisms and procedures to select and 
manage new ideas 
2,9 3,22 -0,32 320 69 -2,096 0,037 
!
 
A similar trend as in “learning and experience” is seen here. The results show significant 
differences in two of the statements, concerning the use of technical methods for storing 
and exchanging information activity, and employees use formal procedure to select and 
manage new ideas. Both show that IOC agrees more on this than NOC. Asked if their 
company has procedures to systemize employee experience, and if it is common to 
document practical experience and knowledge, both show an average just below 4, 
indicating that the mean of the respondents partly agrees on this. There are no significant 
differences between NOC and IOC in these statements. That IOC shows a higher degree of 
agreement on formal procedures support what is seen in the literature from Gesteland 
(2005) about Norway having a more informal culture. All statements display an average 
between either disagrees and agree, or partly agree. These results could be explained by 
informal learning. As it is seen in the literature from Ellinger (2005), among other, that 
learning, knowledge sharing and exchange of ideas most often happens through informal 
interaction, but these informal interaction usually are linked to formal procedures.  
 
Control Variable  
The tables below show the results for the control variable NOCcorp compared to IOC.  
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Learning and experience 
 
Table 4-7 Results control variable: learning and experience 
 NOC 
corp 
IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
corp 
N 
IOC 
t-test Sig. 
The company devotes considerable 
resources to increase employee skills  
 
3,69 3,76 -0,07 48 72 -0,379 0,706 
 Employees are strongly encouraged to 
learn from their experiences 
 
4,19 4,24 -0,05 47 72 -0,32 0,750 
Success in our industry are largely 
determined by the knowledge and 
experience that is collected through 
several years of operation 
 
4,1 4,29 -0,19 48 72 -1,305 0,195 
If an employee leaves the company, his / 
her knowledge are probably lost  
3,17 3,33 -0,16 48 72 -0,835 0,404 
 
 
There are very little differences between the result for NOCcorp and NOC. The average is 
varying between 3 and 4 also here, showing no significant differences between NOCcorp 
and IOC. These are the same findings as in the original analysis 
 
Formal procedures 
 
Table 4-8 Results control variable: formal procedures 
 NOC 
corp 
IOC Diff. N 
NOC 
corp 
N 
IOC 
t-test Sig. 
The company has procedures to 
systematize the employees' 
experiences 
 
3,44 3,71 -0,27 48 72 1,353 0,178 
 It is common practice in our company 
to document practical experience and 
knowledge 
 
3,6 3,79 -0,19 48 71 -0,894 0,372 
We use technical methods for storing 
and exchanging information activity 
(databases, internet forums, local 
network) 
 
3,55 4,27 -0,72 47 71 -3,308 0,001 
All employees in the firm use formal 
mechanisms and procedures to select 
and manage new ideas 
2,96 3,22 -0,26 47 69 -1,238 0,220 
 
 
NOCcorp is varying little from the result in NOC, and the average varies between 3 and 4 
also here. However, use of formal mechanisms and procedures to select and manage new 
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ideas show no significant differences in NOCcorp, which indicate a similarity caused by 
ownership structure. Based on this, the difference in the original analysis is based on 
differences between NOC and IOC.  
Hypotheses 2 
A main hypothesis, followed by two sub-hypotheses was conducted for the second part of 
the analysis, with the interest of testing differences between NOC and IOC in the use of 
internal resources. Based on what is seen and discussed in the results, the intention here is 
to discuss whether or not the hypotheses are supported.  
  
H2a - International owned companies have more routines for learning and building 
experience, than Norwegian owned companies  
 
The results have shown that both IOC and NOC have an average around 4 on the “likert” 
scale in the majority of the statements concerning learning and experience. The average of 
companies partly agrees to have a focus and routines in their company concerning learning 
and developing experience. The result displays no significant differences between NOC 
and IOC, the same result is also seen between NOCcorp and IOC. H2a is rejected.  
 
H2b - Norwegian owned companies have a more informal structure, than 
international owned companies 
 
When asked about formal routines the results show that for both IOC and NOC the 
majority of answers are between 3 and 4 on the “likert” scale. This means that the firms 
either disagree or agree on the statement asked, or that they partly agree. The average in all 
fours statements have shown IOC agreeing slightly more on the statements than NOC, 
showing significant differences in two of them. Between NOCcorp and IOC, only one 
show significant differences. Although the result barely display significant differences, 
IOC do agree more on use of formal routines than NOC, indicating that NOC is slightly 
more informal than IOC. H2b is supported.   
 
H2 - International owned companies use their internal processes differently than 
Norwegian owned companies 
 
H2a have been rejected and H2b supported. Both IOC and IOC are on the same side of the 
scale, and none of the averages displays strong opinions (strongly agree or strongly 
disagree). The result concerning learning and experience imply that NOC and IOC are not 
so different, as they both seem to follow the theoretical recommendations which emphasize 
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the importance of learning within firms and having routines for building experience. The 
findings show less formality in IOC than expected in light of what is seen in the theory. 
However, the responses for both IOC and NOC indicate informal learning, as seen in the 
literature. Even though formal procedure is present, the learning and knowledge sharing 
may have happened informally. As only H2b has been supported, H2 can only be partly 
supported. However, the differences are so small, and even though it cannot be concluded 
that there are no differences between NOC and IOC, the overall hypotheses is leaning 
more towards rejection than support.  
 
4.3 EXTERNAL RESOURCES !
The third part of the analysis looks at the external part of the innovation process. The 
intention is to investigate the use of external partners and the location of these. In this 
analysis the question is obtained from the main survey (see details in descriptive statistics, 
chapter 3.3) and investigates the cooperation with seven external partners.  
 
The question investigated from the survey initially had the options; regional, national, 
abroad, not used and don’t know. Don’t know has been taken out of this analysis, as it is 
not relevant for the analysis. The results of those answering don’t know has been taken into 
account and deducted (see table below). The alternative not used has been turned, 
presenting the percentage of use of external partners in the chart below. The results are 
presented in charts (the detailed data of the analysis can be seen in appendix III), 
displaying cooperation with different partners in the various locations. NOC, IOC and the 
control-variable NOCcorp will be presented in the same chart.  
 
Table 4-9 Total number of participant in the survey question 
 N 
2002 
Missing Total without 
“don’t know” 
External partners:    
Other companies in the same conglomerate 2002 0 1996 
Supplier 2002 0 1990 
Costumer 2002 0 1992 
Competitor 2002 0 1993 
Consultant  2002 0 1992 
Universities  2002 0 1994 
Research Institutes  2002 0 1987 
 !
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This chart presents the overall usage of external partners, and gives information on which 
partners are the most and least used, regardless of location. The results display a similar 
trend between NOC and IOC, and two categories stand out, for both. Almost 80% of the 
companies have cooperated with suppliers in the last three years, and the parties show very 
similar percentage, having no significant differences. Costumer also shows a high usage, 
though significantly more for IOC. The high cooperation with suppliers and costumers for 
NOC support what is seen in Norwegian statistics. These two partners are the most used on 
regular basis, which can lead to the question if the participant has answered the questions 
with this in mind, or if these are in fact the preferred partners regarding innovation 
activities. The literature, Mattes (2010) among others, has showed attention to the factors 
of secrecy, competition and the search for competitive advantages. This has led to 
companies being closed in terms of their innovation processes. Especially Norwegian 
companies have a high focus on trust and building good relationships with their partners 
(Lima Bru, 2013). It may therefore be that suppliers and customers are the preferred 
partners as they already have a relationship. These kind of partners are also mutual 
dependent on each other, in terms of supply and demand, which also could be a factor for 
their cooperation in innovative activates.     
 
Universities and research institutes show a very low percentage of use, especially for 
NOC, showing that over 20% has cooperated with research-based partners during the past 
three years. Competitor can also be added to this “low cooperation” group, but only for 
IOC. The low cooperation with research-based partners, and high cooperation with 
partners such as suppliers, could explain the unusual characteristics of Norway’s high 
growth in productivity and income and much lower level of R&D investments (Fagerberg, 
Mowery, & Verspagen, 2009). The low cooperation is unexpected, especially for IOC, as 
the literature highlights that R&D functions is becoming more and more important for 
companies. Another part of the results, show that IOC has a very high cooperation with 
companies in the same conglomerate. 86% of IOC states they cooperate with this partner. 
This can be seen as natural as IOC are part of a larger cooperation and most NOCs are not. 
The relation between the subsidiary and headquarter may be the explanation, as there may 
be strategic or power-related aspects which make the IOCs obligated to choose these 
partners. Another cause, also seen in the literature from Mattes (2010) and Cassiman & 
Valentini (2005), is the challenges international companies have in extending their external 
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network in foreign countries. It could be that IOC turns to well-known partners because it 
is difficult to find external partners in Norway. 
 
Control variable  
The red bars in the chart indicate the control-variable NOCcorp. It is a naturally effect for 
NOCcorp to move closer to IOC as they have similar ownership structures. The control-
variable gives little change in percentage between NOC and NOCcorp. However, the 
pattern seems to vary, as it moves closer to IOC in conglomerate, suppliers, competitors, 
universities and research institutes, but further away from IOC with consultants and 
costumer. Significant differences are still seen in cooperation with companies in the same 
conglomerate, costumer and research institutes, which are the same as in the original 
analysis. In terms of competitors and universities there are no significant differences 
between NOCcorp and IOC, differentiating the results from the original analysis. This 
indicates that the differences in the original analysis are based upon differences between 
the companies’ home country.  
 !
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The cart illustrates the result for regional cooperation for NOC and IOC, with the seven 
external partners. In terms of usage discussed above, regional cooperation shows a similar 
trend, high in cooperation with suppliers and costumer and low in cooperation with 
universities and research institutes. Some factors are however interesting. IOC 
collaborates almost as much as NOC in the regional sector. Cooperation with costumer 
shows the most similarities between NOC and IOC, having no significant differences. 
There are also no significant differences between NOC and IOC in terms of cooperation 
with universities and companies in the same conglomerates. IOC actually has a higher 
regional cooperation with both research institutes and universities than NOC, research 
institutes showing a significant difference. NOC have a significant higher cooperation with 
regional suppliers, competitors and consultants.  
 
An overall trend shows very similar patterns for regional cooperation. This would actually 
imply that IOC in Norway, have a “networked- branch plant” approach (Pike, Rodriguez-
Pose, & Tomaney, 2006). The results state that IOC interacts with local partners, which is 
an indication that they find value within local Norwegian partners. The fact that IOC has a 
higher cooperation locally with research- based partners would indicate that the access to 
scientific and technological knowledge they seek, is available here. This also emphasizes 
the theoretical aspects indicating a networked branch plant approach.  
 
Control variable 
Looking at the control-variable NOCcorp, cooperation with companies in the same 
conglomerate, increases significantly, moving further away from IOC, showing significant 
differences between NOCcorp and IOC. Also supplier and costumers are moving further 
away from IOC, showing the same results as in in the original analysis. In cooperation with 
competitor, consultants, universities and research institutes, NOCcorp move closer to IOC. 
There are still significant differences in cooperation with consultants, which are the same 
as the original analysis. This would indicate that competitor collaboration is more common 
in Norway. Consultant and research institutes on the other hand, show changes, displaying 
no significant differences in NOCcorp. The increase in cooperation with universities and 
research institutes for NOCcorp would indicate that such partners are more common for 
companies who are part of a larger corporation.  
 !
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The chart illustrates the result for national cooperation, with the seven external partners. A 
change in the patterns previously witnessed is seen. In five out of seven partners IOC show 
significant higher percentage of cooperation at a national level than NOC. The biggest 
difference is seen in costumer cooperation, where IOC displays 42.1%, while NOC 
displays 27.8%. Cooperation with suppliers at a national level, are most similar, showing a 
virtually identical percentage for IOC and NOC of 37%. It is a very interesting factor that 
IOC cooperates more with Norwegian national partners, than NOC. Literature (Faulkner, 
2003) has stated that international companies seek interaction where they see value. IOC 
may be located in a region on the basis of positioning or convenience, and not just 
available resources, which could explain the reason for high national cooperation. Another 
explanation is that as international companies are faced with the challenges of being 
foreign they may turn to familiar networks in other parts of the country. It could also be 
because they have an interest in creating a larger network in Norway, in order to extent 
their knowledge pool. From the results NOC seems to prefer locally based partners. As 
literature (Lima Bru, 2013) highlight, relationships and involvement in the process are 
highly valued for NOC, so locally oriented partners would be seen as a natural choice. 
However, size of the company and resources may also be influencing factors, as most 
NOCs are small sized businesses with no support from larger head-corporations. They may 
not have the resources that IOC has to extend their business to a national level. It could 
also be that small size companies often located in one place don’t have a national network, 
being unknown in other parts of the country, making it difficult to attract national partners.   
 
Control variable  
The control- variable indicates very little differences from the original analysis. 
Cooperation with consultants shows no significant differences in NOCcorp as it moves 
closer to IOC. There is no significant difference in cooperation with costumer either, but 
the chart show an increase in percentage, NOCcorp having a higher cooperation than IOC. 
In cooperation with companies in the same conglomerate, the percentage increases, now 
showing NOCcorp to have a significantly higher cooperation than IOC. The other partners 
display no significant changes. With the exception of competitor, the percentage increases 
for NOCcorp, which would indicate that it is more common for companies’ part of a larger 
corporation to collaborate at a national level than it is for other Norwegian companies
 !
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The chart illustrates the result for cooperation with external actors abroad for the seven 
external partners. All seven external partners show a significant difference between IOC 
and NOC. NOC collaborate very little with partners abroad. The partner NOC cooperate 
most with abroad is suppliers, showing a percentage of 25%. IOC cooperate the most with 
companies in the same conglomerate, with a percentage of 69.8%, IOC also have a high 
cooperation with suppliers abroad, showing a percentage over 50%. From the literature it 
is seen that cooperation abroad is natural for IOC, as they usually belong to other 
corporation located abroad, using the same partners as their subsidiaries or head company. 
Compared to regional and national location, cooperation with partners abroad could be 
seen as low for IOC. This would indicate that they found valuable resources in Norway, 
backing up the literature characteristics of international companies, which seek value 
across border in order to gain competitiveness.  
 
The literature (Fagerberg, Mowery, & Verspagen, 2009; Isaksen & Asheim, 2008) has 
showed the importance of international cooperation, especially for small countries such as 
Norway. However, the results in this analysis show that NOC cooperate very little abroad. 
Restricted resources, size or network could explain the trend seen in these results. 
Norway’s (and the other Scandinavian countries) different approach in work structure and 
work culture could also be a factor influencing the low cooperation abroad.  
 
Control variable 
The control- variable shows the same result as the original analysis. There are significant 
differences between NOCcorp and IOC in cooperation with all seven partners abroad, the 
same as NOC. There is a slight increase in cooperating with companies in the same 
conglomerate. In cooperation with costumer, competitor, consultant and research institutes 
the percentage decrease, showing that it is less common for NOCcorp to cooperate with 
partners abroad 
.
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Hypothesis 3 
A main hypothesis, followed by two sub-hypothesis was developed for the third part of the 
analysis. The interest is to test differences between NOC and IOC in use of external 
resources and location of external resources. Based on what is seen in the results, the 
intention here is to discuss whether or not the hypotheses are supported.  
 
H3a - Norwegian owned companies use less external partners than international 
owned companies 
 
The result has shown similar trends in external cooperation for IOC and NOC. It has also 
shown that IOC has high cooperation in all locations, also more than NOC in areas of 
national and aboard. IOC has significantly higher cooperation with four out of seven 
partners. NOC only shows a significant higher cooperation with competitors. NOCcorp 
seems to have little effect, with the exception of conglomerate, which is natural concerning 
their ownership structure. The results show less use of external partners for NOC, and H3a 
is supported.  
 
H3b - International owned companies cooperate more with research-based 
partners in their innovation process than Norwegian owned companies 
 
The result has shown very little use of research-based partners such as universities and 
research institutes compared to other partners. Approximately 30 % of IOC and less than 
20% of NOC use these as external partners. IOC has a significantly higher cooperation 
with research institutes in all locations. This is also seen with universities, with the 
exception of regional location. NOCcorp show some increase in percentage towards IOC, 
but IOC still show significant differences in both university and research institutional 
cooperation, in two out of three locations. H3a is supported.  
 
H3 - There is differences in cooperation with external partners and their locations, 
between Norwegian- and international owned companies 
 
The result shows a similar trend for IOC and NOC, high percentage of cooperation with 
supplier and costumer, and low percentage of cooperation with universities and research 
institutes. The results show significant differences with some partners. Two partners that 
stand out are conglomerate and competitor. IOC cooperates significantly more with 
conglomerate, while NOC cooperate significantly more with competitor. Interesting 
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factors are seen in terms of cooperation within the different locations. IOC cooperates 
almost as much regionally as NOC, implying that IOC in Norway follows a more 
“networked branch plant” approach. IOCs interact in the local environment they are in, 
taking advantage of the resources there. On a national level and cooperation abroad, it is 
seen that IOC cooperate more here than NOC. IOC display a high level of interaction at all 
levels, while NOC seem to display a more local based partner approach. H3a and H3b 
have both been supported, which underline the differences between IOC and NOC. 
Differences are seen in percentage of use between NOC and IOC, and not so much 
differences in variation of partners. In terms of location there are differences between NOC 
and IOC, especially seen in cooperation abroad. H3 is considered supported  
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5 DISCUSSION !
The research has been conducted with the use of secondary survey data, containing the 
answers from over 2000 participants. The participants are persons with leading position in 
companies located in Norway. The survey includes data on internal knowledge flow, 
external innovation partners, and how innovation cooperation takes place. The aim for this 
research has been to investigate Norwegian owned companies (NOC) and international 
owned companies (IOC) in Norway, looking at their use of internal and external resource 
in relation to the innovation process.  
 
The most important findings show that it is more common to use internal resources when 
carrying out innovation activates. The result shows a very clear preference for internal 
resources in the case of both IOC and NOC, showing no significant differences between 
these two types of companies. H1 stating that there are differences in the use of external 
and internal resources for both Norwegian- and international owned companies are 
accepted based on the findings. When taking a closer look at the two types of resources, 
there is little difference between NOC and IOC in internal use. Both seem to have some 
extent of learning and experience development. Significant differences can be seen in 
terms of technical methods and formal procedures, and appears to be more common for 
IOC. However, as the overall average between the two parties is both leaning towards the 
agreement side of the scale, the overall difference is very small. As a result it leans toward 
a rejecting of H2, which state that Norwegian owned companies use their internal 
processes differently than international owned companies. Cooperation with External 
partners is highest with suppliers and customers, and lowest with universities and research 
institutes. However, the results show significant differences in percentage of us. 
Differences are especially seen in location, indicating that NOC have very little 
cooperation with partners abroad. IOC on the other hand shows high cooperation with all 
areas, surprisingly very high cooperation national and regional. H3 was accepted, as 
international owned companies show differences from Norwegian owned companies in 
terms of external collaboration. 
 
The intent of this research was to look for differences between NOC and IOC. Differences 
were assumed on the basis of size, culture, and international companies’ access to a larger 
knowledge pool. In first view, and with regards to “history”, Norwegian industry seems to 
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have little in common with large international companies. What has been derived from the 
results is that there are similarities between the two. Theory has stated that companies, 
with concern of high competition, often prefer to keep their innovation development 
internally in order to maintaining competitive factors as long as possible (Mattes, 2010). 
This has been highlighted as a possible cause for the high use of internal resources in 
companies in Norway. Whether this is the reason for the high internal use is hard to say. 
Still, it strengthens the indication, as both NOC and IOC are more open for collecting new 
ideas externally. But, when it comes to selecting and developing the ideas, they prefer 
internal use. Value versus cost may also play a role in the high use of internal resources.  
 
For IOC, the theoretical perspective of “branch plant” can also be the cause for high use of 
internal resources. The relatively high use of partners abroad, especially companies in the 
same conglomerate, strengthen this assumption, as the perspective basically suggest more 
dependency upon their parent companies and their (abroad) partners, instead of interaction 
with local businesses (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, & Tomaney, 2006; Ebersberger & Herstad, 
2012; Mattes, 2013). If this was seen as the trend in Norwegian industry, it is not 
considered a positive one. Other reasons for IOC to have high internal use may be directed 
to the challenges of “foreignness”, value versus cost (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; Cassiman 
& Valentini, 2005; Mattes, 2010) or the fact that the power or strategic control from parent 
companies lead subsidiaries obligated to use their partners (Faulkner, 2003; Cassiman & 
Valentini, 2005). Implications of why are all speculations at this stage, as these kinds of 
details about the companies are not present.  
 
IOC and NOC are very similar in their organization of internal resources. What can be said 
is that experience seems to be valued quite high for both parties. Theoretical aspect has 
stated that learning and experience are factors that can determine the internal ability to 
innovate (Nooteboom, 2000; Coticˇ Svetina & Prodan, 2008; Soliman, 2011). Whether the 
companies’ measures of learning and development actually contribute to better innovation 
abilities is not possible to answer through this analysis. What can be said is that the 
findings support trends, showing that companies in Norwegian industry acknowledge 
having expertise building and showing awareness of learning and employees development. 
Findings also show a similar trend between NOC and IOC in terms of external partners. As 
a report has highlighted (Ulstein, Grünfeld, & Ekrann, 2012), IOC shows various strategies 
for external cooperation. As for NOC their preferred partners are not surprising, as earlier 
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statistics have shown this (Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). The similarities of the 
highest collaboration, which is supplier and costumer, may be relative to their cooperation 
on a regular basis in the business. It could imply that companies prefer partners they know 
and already have a relationship with, to be trusted in their innovation activates. The slight 
differences seen in terms of formal procedure in internal resources, is not a surprising 
outcome, as Norway are known to be informal and having a flat business structure. The 
process of learning, experience and knowledge sharing are usually linked to informal 
interactions between actors. This could be the cause for not having strong formal routines 
in this area.  
 
Common features from innovation researchers are the importance and challenge of 
constantly new developments, being open-minded and interactive, as well as being open-
eyed concerning what is going on elsewhere. From what it takes to be an innovative 
country, and the importance the Norwegian government state that this is, a higher 
collaboration with research-based partners where to be expected. However, the findings do 
not indicate this, which support the already excising conclusions that Norway is lagging 
behind in areas of research and development (Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012). IOC 
on the other hand, has shown to have more cooperation with universities and research 
institutes in Norway. An effect of this could be that universities and research institutes in 
Norway become more international oriented. It could also contribute to more information, 
extending their knowledge pool, as well as create a better base for conducting research 
with the input from an international environment. For IOC, such cooperation’s could give 
them the better information and keep up with the latest updates in Norwegian innovation. 
This could lead them to be more competitive in the Norwegian market.  
 
From the theoretical framework, authors such as Isaksen & Asheim (2008) and Fagerberg, 
Mowery, & Verspagen (2009) have stressed how small countries such as Norway are 
dependent on larger knowledge pools to keep up in innovation. Focus on international 
collaboration is an important part of this. The findings in this research show that NOC do 
not keep up with what the theory is recommending. Contrary, compared to their 
cooperation in regional and national sector, the cooperation abroad is found to be low. A 
positive factor though, is seen in cooperation with supplier, as 25% of NOC cooperate with 
these abroad. However, the majority of the other partners show that less than 6% cooperate 
with partners abroad. Knowledge from outside our own sector has been found to be 
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positively associated with innovativeness (Katila, 2002; Katila & Ahuja, 2002). The lower 
international cooperation for NOC should not be considered as something positive, rather 
the contrary. Several of the findings show high use of internal resources and a preference 
for local partners, indicating the opposite of what is considered positive contributions for 
innovativeness. It is not implied that local interaction is a negative involvement, nor is 
internal resources. It is merely to imply that NOC stay “close to home”, and that more 
interaction beyond their inner circles could be of positive influence for their innovation 
activities. It could in fact raise the question if this contributes to the slow-growing and low 
innovation ranking seen in statistics (Statistics Norway, 2009; 2011; 2012).  
 
In a more detailed view of external cooperation, findings seem to give mixed indications 
from what was previously seen in the analysis. Results from the analysis concerning the 
use of both internal and external resources show results which could imply that IOC has a 
“branch plant” approach in Norway. Findings in the external analyses show contradictions 
from the characteristics of “branch planting”. When IOC uses external partners, this trend 
is seen; high cooperation with national and regional partners, in some cases at the same 
level as NOC. These findings actually indicate companies to move towards a more 
“network branch plant” approach with more interaction and involvement where they are 
located (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, & Tomaney, 2006). Turning “foreignness” into 
“insideness” as research has highlighted (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Such a development 
would be of more value for Norwegian industry and future growth, as this contributes to 
access new knowledge and interaction. The fact that the findings show almost as much 
regional cooperation for IOC as NOC, strengthen this view. This also strengthens the 
indication that the goal of competitive advantage could be the cause for the high internal 
use in innovation activities for IOC and NOC.  
 
Possible influences  
The research gives an indication of firms’ organization patterns, in terms of their 
innovation process. The findings have led us to take a closer look at how companies in 
Norway actually work and the selection give confidence in the findings. For instance, the 
majority of both IOC and NOC showed similar company size in the selection. This gives 
more accurate measurements, which indicate that tactual difference may not be caused by 
company size. Lack of large sized firms in the survey, as well as clear differences in NOC 
and IOC, creates a weakness in the findings.  
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Industry is also a factor that could affect the results. The fact that the industrial sections are 
known and both NOC and IOC have participants in all the sections, strengthen the results. 
As mention in the method chapter, there are some industry sections that have a more 
dominant number of participants than others. This could affect the answers, and is 
interpreted as a weakness. The answers may also be influences by personal opinions, as the 
participants are leaders answering for their company. This is considered a weakness, 
especially in the internal analysis, as participants may want to portray their company to be 
better in different areas than they really are.  
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6 CONCLUSION !
The intention of this study was to gain new knowledge about the status of international 
involvement and innovation in Norwegian industry. With a specific focus on companies’ 
use of internal and external resources in their innovation processes. Hopefully this thesis 
has been able to shed some light at the current situation, and create a foundation for further 
research in areas that stands out or create interest. 
 
The research problem asked:   
Are there differences between Norwegian- and international owned companies located in 
Norway in terms of how they organize their innovation process? 
 
From first view, Norwegian and international companies seem to be very much the same. 
It may be that Norwegian industry has grown closer to an international level or that 
international companies are better at integrating. Maybe the challenges and differences 
they previously faced are not so big anymore. In fact, the results state very little differences 
in how they organize their innovation processes. What can be concluded is that NOC show 
an internal focus on the whole process. They keep much to themselves and prefer their 
close regional surroundings when using external partners. National cooperation is also 
used, but there is very little cooperation outside the country. The same pattern can be seen 
for international companies. Nevertheless, these companies expand more in their external 
cooperation. Instead of having one main location, they get input from all locations. IOC 
take advantage of all their available surroundings, internally, locally, nationally and 
internationally. This is the one thing that mainly separates the two. It helps them widen 
their knowledge, promote innovation and develop a country’s ability to innovate. This is 
the same challenge seen in existing statistical and theoretical aspects. IOC widen their 
knowledge pool, interact in different areas and takes advantage of their surroundings. NOC 
circle around in their own pool, not utilizing what’s outside their closest circle.  
 
The many similarities seen in this research could imply that Norwegian and international 
industry has become more similar. Whether it is Norway becoming more international or 
international companies adapting to Norwegian business culture, is hard to say for certain. 
Usually companies adapt somewhat to the culture they are in, and it could be seen as a 
positive factor for Norwegian industry, indicating an understanding between the local and 
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foreign investments in the country. The research show high activity in Norwegian industry, 
meaning there is attractiveness for Norwegian industry in an international context. Still, as 
research show more interaction with actors for IOC than NOC, it indicates that Norway 
may become more international because of the high interaction from IOC’s. Seeing that 
they also integrate more with actors such as universities in Norway, lead the next 
generations to be more international oriented. The lack of interaction in NOC, could in 
view of innovation, imply some challenges for Norway. Such as that IOC are getting their 
hands on Norwegian innovations first, picking up ideas in the Norwegian market. This 
could lead to a higher degree of competitiveness and competitive advantages for foreign 
companies. It should be noted that at this stage of the research this is exclusively 
speculation, but certainly interesting findings that should be investigated further. It could 
give indication regarding what effect this trend actually has for the future of Norwegian 
industry. Industry has not been taken into consideration in this analysis. Further research 
on this area could contribute to a deeper understanding of whether industry matters, and if 
there are differences between industries in how they organize their innovation processes.  
 
The high use of internal innovation activities is not worrying because it is a natural 
approach in terms of innovativeness. It also indicates that companies in Norway are 
confident in their internal resources, and that they are strong enough to develop 
competitive products. Norway will need to look for new paths to develop products that 
would keep them attractive to the outside market. New ideas, knowledge and innovations 
come by interacting with others. The Norwegian government seems to be on the right track 
with their innovation policy. Still, trends seen in this research and what is found in existing 
literature, shows low R&D developments (compared to high productivity) and low 
interaction with the outside world. This may be a reason why Norway is not in the 
forefront of innovation. 
 
This thesis has investigated the processes of innovation at an organizational level. 
Understanding company’s patterns of organizing have shown that there is potential with 
regards to improving the innovation process in Norwegian industries. An extension of the 
findings would be to further research the effect of innovation in these companies. 
Investigating if their choice of using external or internal resources affects how well they 
innovate. This research has shown that innovation is a hot topic, and that there is much to 
discuss and understand about the Norwegian industry and their innovation process. 
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Appendix I 
 
Main survey questionnaire 
 
(9 pages) 
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¤
Prosjekt 13006901_C
Skjemanummer
ID: intro
STARTTID_TOT Starttid total
A a: sys_timenowf c
Starttidspunkt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
INTERVJUER Intervjuernr.
R: *
A a: sms_interviewer c
Registreres automatisk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
DATO Dato
A a: sys_date c
Dato . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
SMSID SMSid
A a: sms_altid c
SMS id . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
WEEK Ukenr.
R: *
A a: sys_week c
Registreres automatisk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
KOMM Kommunenr
R: 0101:2099
A a: sms_komnr c
Kommune nr . . . . . . . . 1
REGION Region
R: *
A:
sms_region
c
Oslo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bergen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Stavanger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Trondheim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Resten av landet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
+ Utkast 001 2013 Ipsos MMI +
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POST Stemmer det at ditt postnummer er ...
R: *
A a: sms_postnr c
Noter postnr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
BRANSJE Bransjekode (full NACE-kode)
A a: sms_bransje c
Bransjekode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
STIFT Stiftelsesår
R: *
A a: sms_stift c
Stiftelsesår: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
MOR Er selskapet del av et større foretak, og i så fall som mor- eller datterselskap
R: *
A:
sms_mor c
Ja, som morselskap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Ja, som datterselskap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Nei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Spør etter bedriftsledere/daglig ledere eller stedfortredende.
God dag, dette er . . . som ringer fra Ipsos MMI. Vi holder på med en undersøkelse om
virksomhetsledelse, verdiskaping og næringsutvikling i din region.
Den utføres på oppdrag fra Senter for Innovasjonsforskning ved Universitetet i
Stavanger.
Intervjuet tar bare 8 minutter.
Resultatene skal brukes i forskning på regional verdiskaping. Resultatene vil bli
offentliggjort høsten 2013. Universitetet i Stavanger garanterer konfidensiell
behandling av alle svar, og at resultatene blir avidentifisert.
Vi gjør oppmerksom på at vi gjennom hele undersøkelsen er opptatt av den
virksomheten som du som leder har ansvaret for, og ønsker at det er med
utgangspunkt i denne du besvarer spørsmålene.
+ 2013 Ipsos MMI 002 Utkast +
U
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LANSERT Hvis vi ser bort fra videresalg av nye varer fra andre leverandører: Har ditt
firma lansert noen varer eller tjenester på markedet i løpet av de tre siste
årene som var nye for firmaet ditt, eller betydelig forbedrede i forhold til
deres eksisterende produkter?
R: *
Ja . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Nei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Q2 Ble disse produktene utviklet hovedsakelig av ditt firma eller hovedsakelig av
andre firmaer eller organisasjoner, eller samarbeidet dere med andre om
utviklingen?
F:
\lansert=1
R: *
Av ditt firma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Av andre firmaer eller organisasjoner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
I samarbeid med andre firmaer eller organisasjoner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Q3 Var noen av disse produktinnovasjonene nye i markedet, eller var de bare nye for
firmaet?
F:
\lansert=1
R: *
De var nye i markedet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Det var bare nye for firmaet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Q4NY Om lag hvor stor prosentandel av firmaets omsetning kommer fra produkter
som har blitt utviklet i løpet av de siste tre årene?
SVAR OPPGIS I PROSENT
DET ER TILLATT MED 1 DESIMAL
F: \lansert=1
R: 0:1000;-
V: -
Prosent av omsetning: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal være ubesvart?
+ Utkast 003 2013 Ipsos MMI +
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METODER Har ditt firma tatt i bruk noen metoder eller prosesser for produksjon
eller leveranse av produkter i løpet av de tre siste årene som var nye for
firmaet, eller betydelig forbedrede i forhold til firmaets eksisterende
metoder?
R: *
Ja . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Nei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Q6 Ble disse metodene eller prosessene utviklet hovedsakelig av ditt firma eller
hovedsakelig av andre firmaer eller organisasjoner, eller samarbeidet dere med
andre om utviklingen?
F:
\metoder=
1
R: *
Av ditt firma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Av andre firmaer eller organisasjoner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
I samarbeid med andre firmaer eller organisasjoner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Q7 Var noen av disse metode- eller prosessinnovasjonene nye for bransjen, eller var
de kun nye for firmaet ditt?
F:
\metoder=
1
R: *
De var nye for bransjen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
De var kun nye for ditt firma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
+ 2013 Ipsos MMI 004 Utkast +
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Q8 Har firmaet i de siste tre årene samarbeidet med noen av de partnertypene som
jeg nå skal lese opp?
Oppgi for hver type om dere har brukt partnere lokalisert lokalt eller regionalt,
andre steder i Norge og/eller i utlandet.
FLERE SVAR MULIG PER RAD
Les opp
R: *
Lokalt
eller
regionalt
Andre
steder i
Norge
I utlandet Ikke les
Ikke brukt
Ikke les
Vet ikke
Andre bedrifter i samme konsern . . .
1, 2, 3, 4e, 5e.
1
Leverandører . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Kunder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Konkurrenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Konsulenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Universiteter eller høyskoler . . . . . . . . 6
Forskningsinstitutter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Q9 Jeg vil nå lese opp noen påstander. Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende
påstander?
LES SKALA
R: *
Svært
enig
Litt
enig
Både
enig
og
uenig
Litt
uenig
Svært
uenig
IKKE
LES
Vet
ikke
ROT:r
Generelt sett mener jeg at de fleste
mennesker er til å stole på . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 2 3 4 5 6
1
Man kan ikke være forsiktig nok når man har
med andre å gjøre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Jeg stoler på andre bedriftsledere i denne
regionen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Det er viktig å bevare arbeidsplassene i
regionen, selv om det skulle gå på bekostning
av bedriftens overskudd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Jeg opplever at det ofte er lettere å
samarbeide med lokale eller regionale aktører
enn folk fra andre deler av landet . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
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Q10 Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende påstander?
Les skala
R: *
Svært
enig
Litt
enig
Både
enig
og
uenig
Litt
uenig Svært
uenig
Ikke
les
Vet
ikke
ROT:r
Jeg har behov for å skaffe meg mer innsikt i andre
lands kulturer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 2 3 4 5 6
1
Jeg skulle ønske at Norge og nordmenn var mer åpne
for verden omkring oss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Jeg trives best sammen med mennesker som er åpne
for endringer og nye ideer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Jeg stoler på bedriftsledere fra andre land . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Jeg stoler på andre bedriftsledere i min næring . . . . . . 5
Q11 Har dere utviklet selskapet de siste tre årene, og i såfall hvilke av følgende
vekstformer brukte dere?
Flere svar mulig
Les opp
R: *
IKKE LES:
Har ikke utviklet selskapet de siste 3 årene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1e,
LES OPP:
Organisk vekst i selskapet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,
Fusjoner eller oppkjøp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,
Opprettelse av datterselskaper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,
Franchising, lisensiering, strategiske allianser eller liknende . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,
IKKE LES:
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6e,
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STOR Om lag hvor stor prosentandel av bedriften du leder eies av personer eller
selskaper som er lokalisert henholdsvis lokalt eller regionalt, andre steder i
Norge, i Norden for øvrig, i Europa utenfor Norden og i verden forøvrig?
FYLL INN TALL I PROSENT. ALLE RADER SKAL FYLLES INN. GYLDIGE
VERDIER: 0-100.
NB! SKAL SUMMERE SEG TIL 100
DEN NEDERSTE RADEN VISER TOTAL.
R: (#100)
Lokalt eller regionalt? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Andre steder i Norge? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
I Norden for øvrig? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
I Europa utenfor Norden? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
I verden for øvrig? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal være ubesvart?
Q19 Hva er bedriftens årlige
omsetning i millioner norske
kroner eksklusiv mva?
FYLL INN HELE BELØPET I
MILLONER KR NB! DET ER
TILLATT MED INNTIL 2
DESIMALER.
V: -
Årlig
omsetning
i millioner
kr: . . . . . . . . , 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
Q13NY Om lag hvor stor prosentandel
av bedriftens omsetning
kommer fra salg utenfor
Norge?
SVAR OPPGIS I PROSENT
DET ER TILLATT MED 1
DESIMAL
R: 0:1000;-
V: -
Prosent av omsetning: . . . . . , 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
Q14 Har bedriften ansatte som
arbeider utenfor Norge?
R: *
Ja . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Nei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vet ikke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Q15NY Om lag hvor stor prosentandel
av bedriftens omsetning
brukes på forskning og
utvikling?
SVAR OPPGIS I PROSENT
DET ER TILLATT MED 1
DESIMAL
R: 0:1000;-
V: -
Prosent av omsetning: . . . . . , 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
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Q16 Om lag hvor stor prosentandel av
bedriftens FoU-aktiviteter utføres
henholdsvis lokalt eller regionalt,
i andre deler av Norge og i
utlandet?
FYLL INN TALL I PROSENT.
GYLDIGE VERDIER: 0-100.
NB! SUMMEN AV ALLE SVAR
SKAL ENTEN VÆRE 100
ELLER 0.
HVIS VET IKKE, LA DET STÅ
UBESVART I ALLE RADENE.
R: (-)|(#0:100)
Lokalt eller regionalt . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
I andre deler av Norge . . . . . . . . . . . 2
I utlandet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
Q18 Om lag hvor mange ansatte er det
i bedriften du leder?
HER TENKER VI PÅ ANSATTE I
VIRKSOMHETEN LOKALT
V: -
Fyll inn antall ansatte: . . . . . 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
Q17 Om lag hvor stor prosentandel av
bedriftens ansatte er utdannet
ved universiteter eller høyskoler?
SVAR OPPGIS I PROSENT
R: 0:100;-
V: -
Prosent av ansatte: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Er du sikker på at dette spørsmålet skal
være ubesvart?
VERVING Forskerne ved Universitetet
i Stavanger planlegger å
følge opp denne
undersøkelsen med et
spørreskjema som sendes
på e-post og besvares
enkelt på web. De håper at
flest mulig av de som har
svart nå, vil være med og
svare videre. Kan forskerne
få sende deg resten av
undersøkelsen på e-post?
Din videre deltakelse vil
være et verdifullt bidrag til
forskning på verdiskaping
og næringsutvikling i din
region. Undersøkelsen har
liknende tema som i dag,
med muligheter til utdyping.
Den tar ca 10-12 minutter å
fylle ut. Resultatene blir
offentlig tilgjengelige høsten
2013. Universitetet i
Stavanger garanterer
konfidensiell behandling av
alle svar, og at resultatene
blir avidentifisert.
R: *
Ja, vil være med videre i
undersøkelsen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Nei, ønsker ikke å delta videre i
undersøkelsen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
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Q21 Da vil jeg gjerne få notere
e-postadressen din, slik at
forskerne ved Universitetet i
Stavanger kan sende deg resten
av undersøkelsen.
VÆR NØYAKTIG. SPØR
TILBAKE OM USIKKER. BRUK
FONETIKK OM NØDVENDIG (S
FOR SIERRA ELLER F FOR
FERRARI. . . ?)
NOTER E-POSTADRESSE
(BEKREFTES!):
F: \verving=1
R: *
E-post:
Vennligst bekreft e-post adresse:
Bekreft e-post:
Q22 Kjønn
REGISTRER KJØNN
R: *
Mann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Kvinne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
SPRAK Registrer hvilket intervjuspråk
som er benyttet :
R: *
Norsk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Engelsk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
ID: slutt
KOMPLETT Komplett
R: 1
A:
sys_range
c
OK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.
SCREENED Screened
F: !
\Komplett=
1
R: 1
A:
sys_range
c
OK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.
SLUTTID_TOT Sluttid totalt
A a: sys_timenowf c
Sluttidspunkt . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
TIDSFORBRUK_TOT Tidsforbruk
Totalt
R: script:timediffseconds(
\starttid_tot.1,\sluttid_tot.1)
A a: sys_range c
Tid brukt i sekunder . . . . . 1
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Appendix II 
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(7 pages) 
 
 6XUYH\;DFW
KWWSVZZZVXUYH\[DFWQRVHUYOHWFRPSOVPRUSKHXVZHESDJHV&RUH6XUYH\3ULQW'LDORJ"VXUYH\LG 	ORFDOH QR	SULQWLQJ WUXH	HQDEOH$GYDQFHG IDOVH 
+YDHUGLQVWLOOLQJLVHOVNDSHW"
'DJOLJOHGHUDGPGLU
$QQHQOHGHUVWLOOLQJ
)DJOLJDQVDWW
$VVLVWHQWDGPLQLVWUDVMRQ
7HQNSnGHQHNVWHUQHSDUWQHUHQVRPKDUY UWYLNWLJVWIRUGLQEHGULIWV
XWYLNOLQJDYQ\HSURGXNWHUHOOHUSURVHVVHULO¡SHWDYGHVLVWHWUHnUHQHRJ
EHVYDUGHQHVWHVS¡UVPnOHQHPHGWDQNHSnVDPDUEHLGHWPHGGHQQH
SDUWQHUHQ
+YLONHWIRUKROGKDUGHQQHSDUWQHUHQWLOGLWWILUPD"
6¡VWHUGDWWHUPRUVHOVNDS
/HYHUDQG¡U
.XQGH
.RQNXUUHQW
.RQVXOHQW
8QLYHUVLWHWHOOHUK¡\VNROH
)RUVNQLQJVLQVWLWXWW
$QQHQW\SHSDUWQHUYDQVNHOLJnVYDUH 
9LEUXNWHLQJHQSDUWQHUH
+YRUIRUEUXNWHGHUHLNNHQRHQSDUWQHUH"
9LIRUHWUHNNHUnXWYLNOHQ\HSURGXNWHULQWHUQWLEHGULIWHQ
9LIDQWLQJHQSDVVHQGHSDUWQHUH
9LIRUHWUHNNHUnXWI¡UHIRUUHWQLQJVWUDQVDNVMRQHUSnDUPOHQJGHVDYVWDQG
9LSU¡YGHLNNHnXWYLNOHQRHQQ\HSURGXNWHUHOOHUSURVHVVHU
+YRUHUGHQQHSDUWQHUHQORNDOLVHUW"
,VDPPHNRPPXQHVRPYnUEHGULIW
,VDPPHUHJLRQVRPYnUEHGULIW
(WDQQHWVWHGL1RUJH
,6NDQGLQDYLDXWHQIRU1RUJH
,(XURSDXWHQIRU6NDQGLQDYLD
,86$HOOHU&DQDGD
$QGUHVWHGHULYHUGHQ
+YRUOHQJHKDUGLQEHGULIWVDPDUEHLGHWPHGGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ"
$QWDOOnUVDPDUEHLGHWPHGGHQQHRUJDQLVDVMRQHQ 
$QWDOOnUVDPDUEHLGHWPHGGHYLNWLJVWHHQNHOWSHUVRQHQHVRPHULQYROYHUWL
SDUWQHUVNDSHW 
 6XUYH\;DFW
KWWSVZZZVXUYH\[DFWQRVHUYOHWFRPSOVPRUSKHXVZHESDJHV&RUH6XUYH\3ULQW'LDORJ"VXUYH\LG 	ORFDOH QR	SULQWLQJ WUXH	HQDEOH$GYDQFHG IDOVH 
+YRUGDQRSSVWRGVDPDUEHLGHWPHGGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ"
9HGHQWLOIHOGLJKHWXIRUPHOWP¡WH
6RPHWUHVXOWDWDYEHYLVVWXWYHOJHOVHDYSDUWQHUHQHQWHQIUDYnUEHGULIWRJHOOHUIUD
SDUWQHUHQVVLGH
2SSVWRGGHWWHVDPDUEHLGHWVRPHQI¡OJHDY
WLOIHOGLJP¡WHSnHQNRQIHUDQVHPHVVHNRQJUHVVHOOHUDQQHWDUEHLGVUHODWHUW
VDPPHQKHQJ"
SHUVRQOLJHNRQWDNWHUP¡WHXWHQIRUDUEHLGHWIHNVVRVLDOWDUUDQJHPHQW"
7RNGHUHNRQWDNWPHGDNNXUDWGHQQHSDUWQHUHQVRPHQI¡OJHDY
XWUHGQLQJHUIRUHWDWWLQWHUQWLEHGULIWHQ"
UnGIUDNXQGHUHOOHUOHYHUDQG¡UHU"
UnGIUDNRQVXOWHQWHUHOOHUHNVWHUQHIRUVNHUH"
UnGIUDDQGUHPHQQHVNHUXWHQIRUUHWQLQJVPHVVLJNREOLQJWLOEHGULIWHQ"
+YDYDUGHYLNWLJVWHRPUnGHQHIRUVDPDUEHLGPHGGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ"
)LQDQVLHULQJHOOHU¡NRQRPLVNSODQOHJJLQJ
8WYLNOLQJDYLGHHUWLOOHYHG\NWLJHSURGXNWHUHOOHUSURVHVVHU
7HVWLQJDYSURWRW\SHUIRUV¡NHOOHUOLNQHQGH
7LOJDQJWLOQ\NXQQVNDS
3URGXNVMRQXWYLNOLQJDYIHUGLJHSURGXNWHUPDUNHGVDGJDQJ
.YDOLWHWVVLNULQJ
0DUNHGVI¡ULQJDYQ\HSURGXNWHU
8WYLNOHQ\HLGHHUEUDLQVWRUPLQJ
$QGUHDNWLYLWHWHU 
+YRUYLNWLJHKDUI¡OJHQGHNDQDOHUIRUNRPPXQLNDVMRQY UWL
VDPKDQGOLQJHQPHGGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ"
 ,NNHEUXNW ,NNHV UOLJY LNWLJ /LWWY LNWLJ 6Y UWY LNWLJ
)\VLVNHP¡WHUSnOHGHOVHVQLYn
)\VLVNHP¡WHUPHOORPDQVDWWHLGHUHVSHNWLYH
YLUNVRPKHWHQH
7HOHIRQVDPWDOHU
(PDLOXWYHNVOLQJ
6RVLDOHPHGLHUIHNV)DFHERRN7ZLWWHU/LQNHG,Q
9LGHRNRQIHUDQVHU6N\SHVDPWDOHUHOOHUOLNQHQGH
,QWHUQHWWEDVHUWHVDPDUEHLGVYHUNW¡\LQWHJUHUWHZHE
EDVHUWHWMHQHVWHU
,KYRUVWRUJUDGHUGXHQLJHOOHUXHQLJLI¡OJHQGHSnVWDQGHURPGHQQH
SDUWQHUHQ"
 +HOWXHQLJ 'HOY LVXHQLJ 9 HUNHQHQLJHOOHUXHQLJ 'HOY LVHQLJ +HOWHQLJ
9LGHOHUHQIHOOHVNXQQVNDSVEDVHRJHNVSHUWLVHPHGGHQQH
SDUWQHUHQ
 6XUYH\;DFW
KWWSVZZZVXUYH\[DFWQRVHUYOHWFRPSOVPRUSKHXVZHESDJHV&RUH6XUYH\3ULQW'LDORJ"VXUYH\LG 	ORFDOH QR	SULQWLQJ WUXH	HQDEOH$GYDQFHG IDOVH 
'HQQHSDUWQHUHQHULVWDQGWLOnNRPPXQLVHUHNXQQVNDSHQ
VLQWLORVVSnHQPnWHVRPYLNDQIRUVWn
9nUWIRUKROGWLOGHQQHSDUWQHUHQHURUJDQLVHUWJMHQQRP
IRUPHOOHDYWDOHU
9LRPJnVVRVLDOWPHGIRONHQHVRPDUEHLGHUKRVSDUWQHUHQ
3DUWQHUHQVQRUPHURJYHUGLHUOLNQHUSnYnUH
,KYRUVWRUJUDGHUGXHQLJLI¡OJHQGHSnVWDQGHURPSDUWQHUHQ"
 +HOWXHQLJ 'HOY LVXHQLJ 9 HUNHQHQLJHOOHUXHQLJ 'HOY LVHQLJ +HOWHQLJ
'HQQHSDUWQHUHQKDUHQVWHUN
UHWWIHUGLJKHWVVDQV
9LHUDOOWLGWU\JJHSnDWSDUWQHUHQNRPPHUWLOn
KROGHRUG
'HQQHSDUWQHUHQSDVVHUSnGHWVRPHUYLNWLJIRU
RVV
'HQQHSDUWQHUHQHUDOOWLGRSSWDWWDYYnUH
LQWHUHVVHU
'HQQHSDUWQHUHQHUDOOWLGLVWDQGWLOnJM¡UH
MREEHQVLQ
9LHUDOOWLGWU\JJHSnGHQQHSDUWQHUHQV
NRPSHWDQVH
,KYRUVWRUJUDGHUGXHQLJLI¡OJHQGHSnVWDQGHURPSDUWQHUHQ"
 +HOWXHQLJ 'HOY LVXHQLJ 9 HUNHQHQLJHOOHUXHQLJ 'HOY LVHQLJ +HOWHQLJ
9LEHV¡NHUKYHUDQGUHVIDVLOLWHWHUMHYQOLJRJREVHUYHUHU
KYRUGDQDUEHLGHWXWI¡UHV
%HJJHRUJDQLVDVMRQHQHKDUO UWP\HDYGHQGLUHNWH
NRQWDNWHQPHOORPRVV
9LXWYHNVOHUNXQQVNDSRPNXQGHUOHYHUDQG¡UHURJ
NRQNXUUHQWHUPHGGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ
9LHUKHOWDYKHQJLJHDYOHYHUDQVHUDYK¡\NYDOLWHWRJL
WLGHIUDGHQQHSDUWQHUHQ
+YLVGHQQHSDUWQHUHQLNNHOHYHUHUNDQYLHQNHOWHUVWDWWH
GHQPHGHQDQQHQSDUWQHU
7DNNIRURSSO\VQLQJHQHRPGHUHVYLNWLJVWHVDPDUEHLGVSDUWQHU5HVWHQ
DYVS¡UVPnOHQHLXQGHUV¡NHOVHQYLOGUHLHVHJRPGLQHJHQEHGULIWRJYL
EHURPDWGXVYDUHUPHGUHIHUDQVHWLOEHGULIWHQ
+YRUGDQHUEHGULIWHQVYLNWLJVWHPDUNHGHUIRUGHOWJHRJUDILVN"
 LUHJLRQHQ DQGUHVWHGHUL1RUJH LXWODQGHW
9nUHPHVWNUHYHQGHNXQGHUHUORNDOLVHUW
9nUHPHVWDYDQVHUWHOHYHUDQG¡UHUHUORNDOLVHUW
9nUHKDUGHVWHNRQNXUUHQWHUHUORNDOLVHUW
9LILQQHUGHPHVWNYDOLILVHUWHDQVDWWH
'HPHVWUHOHYDQWHIRUVNQLQJVLQVWLWXVMRQHQHHUORNDOLVHUW
9LInUWLOJDQJWLONDSLWDOKRYHGVDNHOLJIUDNLOGHU
+YRUXWI¡UHUGHUHKRYHGVDNHOLJDNWLYLWHWHQHLGHXOLNHVWDGLHQHDY
 6XUYH\;DFW
KWWSVZZZVXUYH\[DFWQRVHUYOHWFRPSOVPRUSKHXVZHESDJHV&RUH6XUYH\3ULQW'LDORJ"VXUYH\LG 	ORFDOH QR	SULQWLQJ WUXH	HQDEOH$GYDQFHG IDOVH 
LQQRYDVMRQVSURVHVVHQ"
 LQWHUQWLY nURUJDQLVDVMRQ
LVDPDUEHLGPHG
DQGUHGHOHUDY
Y LUNVRPKHWHQ
LVDPDUEHLG
PHGUHJLRQDOH
DNW¡UHU
LVDPDUEHLG
PHGQDVMRQDOH
DNW¡UHU
LVDPDUEHLGPHG
LQWHUQDVMRQDOH
DNW¡UHU
9LInULGHHUWLOQ\HYDUHU
WMHQHVWHUHOOHUSURVHVVHU
KRYHGVDNHOLJ
9LSULRULWHUHUKYLONHLGHHURJ
O¡VQLQJHUYLVNDOIRUI¡OJH
KRYHGVDNHOLJ
1\HNRQVHSWHURJSURWRW\SHU
XWYLNOHVKRYHGVDNHOLJ
'HWDOMHUWGHVLJQRJWHVWLQJ
XWI¡UHVKRYHGVDNHOLJ
0DUNHGVI¡ULQJDYQ\HYDUHURJ
WMHQHVWHUJM¡UHV
KRYHGVDNHOLJ
7HQNSnSHUVRQOLJHNRQWDNWHUXWHQIRUEHGULIWHQVRPKDUJLWWGHJQ\
IDJOLJNXQQVNDSLO¡SHWDYGHWVLVWHnUHW+YRUEHIDQWYHGNRPPHQGH
VHJ"9HQQOLJVWNU\VVDYIRUDOOHQ\WWLJHSHUVRQOLJHNRQWDNWHU
,VDPPHE\NRPPXQHVRPPHJ
$QGUHVWHGHULUHJLRQHQ
$QGUHVWHGHUL1RUJH
$QGUHVWHGHUL6NDQGLQDYLD
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Appendix III 
 
Data material used in the external analysis 
 
(2 pages) 
 
 
 
USED 
! NOC IOC Diff. N 
 NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 48,8 % 86,0 % -37,2 % 1695 301 -11,8971 0,000 
SUPPLIER 75,9 % 78,5 % -2,5 % 1688 302 -0,9470 0,344 
COSTUMER 66,6 % 73,8 % -7,2 % 1690 302 -2,4488 0,014 
COMPETITOR 36,4 % 25,6 % 10,8 % 1692 301 3,5964 0,000 
CONSULTANTS 47,7 % 49,5 % -1,8 % 1691 301 -0,5881 0,557 
UNIVERSITIES 19,8 % 32,2 % -12,4 % 1693 301 -4,9619 0,000 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
16,8 % 27,4 % -10,6 % 1688 299 -4,5161 0,000 
 
REGIONAL 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
 NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 37,2 % 32,2 % 4,9 % 1695 301 1,6351 0,102 
SUPPLIER 55,2 % 44,4 % 10,8 % 1688 302 3,4702 0,001 
COSTUMER 57,2 % 53,3 % 3,9 % 1690 302 1,2642 0,206 
COMPETITOR 31,2 % 17,9 % 13,3 % 1692 301 4,5768 0,000 
CONSULTANTS 39,9 % 33,6 % 6,4 % 1691 301 2,0767 0,038 
UNIVERSITIES 15,5 % 19,6 % -4,1 % 1693 301 -1,7948 0,073 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
10,6 % 14,7 % -4,1 % 1688 299 -2,1282 0,033 
 
NATIONAL 
 NOC IOC Diff. N 
 NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 20,9 % 30,2 % -9,3 % 1695 301 -3,6496 0,000 
SUPPLIER 37,6 % 37,4 % 0,1 % 1688 302 0,0469 0,963 
COSTUMER 27,8 % 42,1 % -14,2 % 1690 302 -5,0879 0,000 
COMPETITOR 11,1 % 12,6 % -1,6 % 1692 301 -0,8018 0,423 
CONSULTANTS 16,9 % 23,9 % -7,0 % 1691 301 -2,9880 0,003 
UNIVERSITIES 6,6 % 14,6 % -8,1 % 1693 301 -5,2067 0,000 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
8,2 % 15,4 % -7,2 % 1688 299 -4,1935 0,000 
 
ABROAD 
! NOC IOC Diff. N 
 NOC 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 8,9 % 69,8 % -60,9 % 1695 301 -34,1562 0,000 
SUPPLIER 25,1 % 54,3 % -29,2 % 1688 302 -10,8013 0,000 
COSTUMER 11,1 % 30,1 % -19,1 % 1690 302 -9,7292 0,000 
COMPETITOR 4,4 % 8,3 % -3,9 % 1692 301 -3,0736 0,002 
CONSULTANTS 6,0 % 24,9 % -18,9 % 1691 301 -12,6797 0,000 
UNIVERSITIES 2,3 % 10,3 % -8,0 % 1693 301 -8,5201 0,000 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
1,4 % 8,4 % -7,0 % 1688 299 -9,6214 0,000 
 
  
Control variable 
 
USED 
! NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 64,3 % 86,0 % -21,7 % 283 301 -5,4794 0,000 
SUPPLIER 79,8 % 78,5 % 1,3 % 282 302 0,3940 0,694 
COSTUMER 65,8 % 73,8 % -8,0 % 284 302 -2,0398 0,041 
COMPETITOR 31,0 % 25,6 % 5,4 % 284 301 1,4128 0,1577 
CONSULTANTS 45,7 % 49,5 % -3,8 % 280 301 -0,9157 0,360 
UNIVERSITIES 25,9 % 32,2 % -6,3 % 282 301 -1,7464 0,081 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
18,6 % 27,4 % -8,9 % 280 299 -2,7376 0,006 
 
REGIONAL 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 46,3 % 32,2 % 14,1 % 283 301 3,4065 0,001 
SUPPLIER 57,4 % 44,4 % 13,1 % 282 302 3,1937 0,001 
COSTUMER 58,1 % 53,3 % 4,8 % 284 302 1,1738 0,2405 
COMPETITOR 25,0 % 17,9 % 7,1 % 284 301 1,9709 0,049 
CONSULTANTS 36,1 % 33,6 % 2,5 % 280 301 0,6312 0,528 
UNIVERSITIES 20,2 % 19,6 % 0,6 % 282 301 0,1837 0,854 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
11,1 % 14,7 % -3,6 % 280 299 -1,3966 0,163 
 
NATIONAL 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 38,9 % 30,2 % 8,6 % 283 301 2,1399 0,032 
SUPPLIER 44,7 % 37,4 % 7,3 % 282 302 1,7643 0,078 
COSTUMER 29,6 % 42,1 % -12,5 % 284 302 -3,3070 0,001 
COMPETITOR 10,6 % 12,6 % -2,1 % 284 301 -0,8106 0,418 
CONSULTANTS 19,6 % 23,9 % -4,3 % 280 301 -1,2967 0,195 
UNIVERSITIES 8,2 % 14,6 % -6,5 % 282 301 -2,8489 0,004 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
10,0 % 15,4 % -5,4 % 280 299 -2,1583 0,031 
 
ABROAD 
 NOCcorp IOC Diff. N 
NOCcorp 
N 
 IOC 
Z-test Sig. 
CONGLOMERATE 12,4 % 69,8 % -57,4 % 283 301 -21,0576 0,000 
SUPPLIER 25,9 % 54,3 % -28,4 % 282 302 -7,8349 0,000 
COSTUMER 8,1 % 30,1 % -22,0 % 284 302 -9,7710 0,000 
COMPETITOR 3,9 % 8,3 % -4,4 % 284 301 -2,7768 0,006 
CONSULTANTS 4,3 % 24,9 % -20,6 % 280 301 -12,2687 0,000 
UNIVERSITIES 2,5 % 10,3 % -7,8 % 282 301 -6,0622 0,000 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
1,1 % 8,4 % -7,3 % 280 299 -8,5143 0,000 
 !
